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Streszczenie

Celem niniejszej pracy byªo zbadanie kinetyki procesów porz¡dkowania atomo-
wego zachodz¡cych w litych i cienkowarstwowych ukªadach mi¦dzymetalicznych
z nadstruktur¡ L10. Szczególny akcent w badaniach byª poªo»ony na analiz¦
wpªywu powierzchni swobodnej ukªadu na stabilno±¢ uporz¡dkowania atomo-
wego.

W ramach realizacji pracy doktorskiej wykonano szereg symulacji proce-
sów porz¡dkowania atomowego metodami Monte Carlo (MC) w modelowych
ukªadach z nadstruktur¡ L10 w postaci próbek litych i cienkowarstwowych na
przykªadzie ukªadu mi¦dzymetalicznego FePt. Obliczenia przeprowadzono w ra-
mach dwóch modeli: model typu Isinga z mi¦dzyatomowymi oddziaªywaniami
parowymi oraz model z oddziaªywaniami wielociaªowymi Analytic Bond-Order
Potentials (ABOP). W obu przypadkach symulacje polegaªy na przeprowadze-
niu izotermicznej relaksacji uporz¡dkowania atomowego od zadanej kon�guracji,
najcz¦±ciej idealnego uporz¡dkowania atomowego w nadstrukturze L10, do stanu
odpowiadaj¡cego równowadze w danej temperaturze.

W pierwszym etapie przeprowadzono szereg oblicze« analitycznych i symu-
lacji MC w modelu typu Isinga z wyznaczonymi dla FePt oddziaªywaniami
parowymi. W próbkach litych zaobserwowano relaksacje rozporz¡dkowywa-
nia/porz¡dkowania atomowego z pojedyncz¡ skal¡ czasow¡ odpowiadaj¡cy ob-
j¦to±ciowo jednorodnej generacji/anihilacji defektów antystrukturalnych. W
próbkach cienkowarstwowych badania wykazaªy tendencje ukªadu do reorien-
tacji nadstruktury z wariantu c (monoatomowe warstwy równolegªe do po-
wierzchni (001)) do wariantów a i b (monoatomowe warstwy prostopadªe do
powierzchni (001)). Symulacje umo»liwiªy analiz¦ zªo»onej kinetyki zjawiska na
któr¡ skªadaj¡ si¦ oprócz jednorodnego rozporz¡dkowania, trzy procesy: zarod-
kowanie domen ze zmienion¡ orientacj¡ nadstruktury (wariantów a i b ) na po-
wierzchni zako«czonej monoatomow¡ warstw¡ Fe, powolny �uktuacyjny wzrost
nowo-powstaªych domen w gª¡b próbki oraz powolna relaksacja mikrostruktury
domen. Wszystkie wymienione procesy maj¡ charakter relaksacji, wykazuj¡c
wªasne unikalne skale czasowe. W przypadku próbek o odpowiednio zmniej-
szonej grubo±ci zaobserwowano perkolacj¦ nowo-powstaªych domen do drugiej
powierzchni, pokrytej warstw¡ atomów Pt.

W drugim etapie (ii) wykonano szereg symulacji w modelu opartym o za-
awansowane oddziaªywania wielociaªowe Analytic Bond-Order Potentials (ABOP).
Badania te miaªy na celu uwzgl¦dnienie w symulacjach MC zjawisk takich jak
ewolucja dystorsji tetragonalnej oraz relaksacj¦ powierzchni. W tym celu zasto-
sowano nowatorski algorytm Monte Carlo / Static Relaxation (MC/SR) polega-
j¡cy na poª¡czeniu symulacji MC na sieci krystalicznej z procedurami relaksacji
zarówno samej sieci krystalicznej (optymalizacja staªych sieciowych) jak i z re-
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laksacj¡ poªo»e« poszczególnych atomów (Molecular Statics). W próbkach litych
wyniki byªy analogiczne do tych otrzymanych w modelu typu Isinga. W cienko-
warstwowych próbkach FePt L10 symulowanych z zastosowaniem ABOP charak-
terystyczn¡ cech¡ ukªadu byªo silne przyci¡ganie wakancji do powierzchni, po-
woduj¡ce efektywnie niejednorodn¡ ich koncentracj¦ (wysoka przy powierzchni,
niska we wn¦trzu próbki). Zaobserwowano zªo»ony proces kinetyki porz¡dkowa-
nia skªadaj¡cy si¦ z nast¦puj¡cych procesów: cz¦±ciowe szybkie jednorodne roz-
porz¡dkowanie próbki, proces powolnego rozporz¡dkowanie powierzchni próbki,
oraz proces bardzo powolnego rozporz¡dkowania wn¦trza próbki. W badanym
modelu przeprowadzono szereg dodatkowych symulacji MC/SR z zastosowa-
niem algorytmu bezpo±redniej wymiany atomów w wyniku których zaobserwo-
wano reorientacj¦ nadstruktury analogiczn¡ do tej obserwowanej w modelu typu
Isinga.

Gªównym wynikiem przeprowadzonych bada« jest stwierdzenie, i» równo-
wagow¡ kon�guracj¡ atomow¡ warstw FePt ograniczonych powierzchniami swo-
bodnymi (001) s¡ warianty nadstruktury L10 z pªaszczyznami monoatomowymi
o orientacjach (100) i (010). Osi¡gni¦cie takiej kon�guracji, poprzez transforma-
cj¦ pocz¡tkowej z pªaszczyznami monoatomowymi o orientacji (001), wymaga
pokonania energii tworzenia domen antyfrazowych pomi¦dzy wariantami nad-
struktury L10. Zastosowane modele daj¡ w wyniku ró»ne warto±ci tej energii i
ró»ne przewidywania dotycz¡ce mo»liwo±ci jej pokonania.

Powy»sze wyniki zgadzaj¡ si¦ z obserwacjami eksperymentalnymi i stano-
wi¡ model mechanizmu z jakim w rzeczywistych cienkowarstwowych próbkach
FePt z nadstruktur¡ L10 zachodz¡ zarówno reorientacja nadstruktury jak i po-
wierzchniowe rozporz¡dkowanie.
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Abstract

The purpose of the hereby thesis is to analyze kinetics of atomic ordering pro-
cesses in bulk and nano-layered samples of L10 ordered intermetallics. Special
emphasis was put on analysis of mechanism of superstructure stability limitation
caused by free surfaces.

Ordering phenomena in L10 ordered bulk and nano-layered samples were
studied by means of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations in two models of FePt
intermetallic: Ising-type model with two-body interactions and a model with
many-body interactions based on Analytic Bond-Order Potentials (ABOP). In
both models the isothermal relaxations of atomic ordering were simulated, start-
ing from a de�ned atomic arrangement (in most cases perfectly L10-long-range
ordered) to a con�guration corresponding to the equilibrium state at a given
temperature. MC simulations were carried out by means of Glauber algorithm
with vacancy migration mechanism implemented.

The �rst part of the study involves simulations of Ising-type L10-ordered
FePt model with de�ned pair-interactions. In bulk samples single exponen-
tial relaxation of disordering/ordering was observed, related to uniform genera-
tion/annihilation of antisites. In the case of layered samples, the study revealed
a tendency for L10 superstructure transformation from c-variant (monoatomic
planes parallel to the (001) free surface) into a- and b-variants (monoatomic
planes perpendicular to the (001) free surface). MC simulations allowed to ana-
lyze complex kinetics of the transformation which, with the exception of afore-
mentioned uniform (bulk-like) disordering, involved three processes: (i) nucle-
ation of a- and b-variant L10 domains at the surface covered with monoatomic
Fe layer, (ii) slow �uctuative growth of the nucleated surface domains inward the
layered sample and (iii) relaxation of the microstructure of the surface domains.
In su�ciently thin layers, a percolation of the a- or b-variant superstructure
domain nucleated at the surface through the layered sample was observed.

The second part of the research consists of simulations carried out in ABOP-
based model of L10-ordered FePt. This study addressed the allowance of phe-
nomena like evolution of tetragonal distortion and surface relaxations into MC
simulations of �order-order� relaxations. In order to meet the above purpose,
a novel algorithm Monte Carlo / Static Relaxations was developed. It involves
lattice-based MC simulations and relaxations of lattice parameters (lattice op-
timization) and positions of atoms (Molecular Statics). In bulk samples the
results were similar to those obtained in Ising-type model. In the layered sam-
ples of L10 FePt simulated with use of ABOP a signi�cant feature of the system
was a strong attraction of vacancies by the surfaces. Complex atomic ordering
kinetics were observed involving initially fast partial disordering of an internal
part of a layered sample which was continued at extremely low rate and slow
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surface-induced disordering. Additional MC/SR simulations utilizing direct-
exchange algorithm were carried out in the ABOP-based model, revealing the
superstructure transformation similar to the one observed in Ising-type model.

The main result of the present research is the �nding that equilibrium con�g-
uration of layered L10 FePt samples with (001) free surfaces are the variants of
L10 superstructure, where monoatomic planes are (100)- or (010)-oriented. The
transformation of the con�guration from the c- to a-(b-) variant L10 requires the
system to overcome the energy of antiphase domains generation. The applied
models, giving di�erent values of this energy, result in particular predictions
regarding the transformation mechanism.

The above results are in agreement with experimental results and provide
a model mechanism explaining the observed atomic ordering processes in real
FePt thin-layers, including disordering and L10 superstructure transformations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 L10 alloys

Intermetallic compounds such as FePt, CoPt, FePd and MnAl chemically or-
dered in L10 superstructure are of interest for their uniquely high magnetocrys-
talline anisotropy which is intrinsic to the tetragonal symmetry of the crystal
structure. Those alloys are perceived as potential materials for a wide range of
applications from bulk permanent magnets to future nanostructured ultra high-
density magnetic recording media. The most promising among all the mentioned
L10 intermetallics is FePt due to its highest superstructure stability and coer-
civity. Thus, in this work the author will focus mainly on FePt. However, the
model results are valid for all L10-ordered intermetallic compounds.

1.1.1 Physical properties of Fe-Pt alloys

The binary intermetallics consisting of Fe and Pt elements have been known
for several decades. The Fe-Pt phase diagram [1, 2] (�g. 1.1.1) as well as the
magnetic and structural properties are well recognized [3]. In general, Fe-Pt
alloys present high superstructure stability, especially for L10 (�g. 1.1.2) FePt
and L12 FePt3 phases. In L10 phase, a tetragonal distortion is observed, which
disappears at a discontinuous order-disorder transition at Tt around 1570K.
Moreover, the L10 phase exhibits an uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy
with easy magnetization along the c-axis of the L10 superstructure (�g. 1.1.2).
The coercivity reaches values above 9 · 105 [A/m] [4] which is the same order of
magnitude as in the neodymium-based magnets. The ferromagnetic properties
disappear at the Curie temperature around 735 K [5].
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Figure 1.1.1: Fe-Pt phase diagram

Figure 1.1.2: FePt L10 superstructure

1.1.2 L10 superstructure speci�c features

The L10 superstructure is based on FCC crystalline structure. According to
the direction of c symmetry axis of the superstructure, there are 3 possible L10

superstructure orientations (variants) (�g.1.1.2). In each considered variant,
two antiphase domains are possible, which gives a total of 6 di�erent phases
(tab.1.1).

In reality the superstructure of FePt is not strictly FCC-based = it is slightly
tetragonally distorted. The experimental values of lattice constants are [6]: a =
0.3861 nm, c = 0.3788 nm and the tetragonality parameter c/a = 0.981.
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a-variant b-variant c-variant
c orientation c || [100] c || [010] c || [001]

basic variant

antiphase variant

Table 1.1: 6 particular variants of L10 superstructure.

1.1.3 Applications of FePt

The high coercivity in the bulk L10 FePt makes it a good material for perma-
nent magnets, especially for special applications like micro-mechanical systems
in aggressive environments [7] due to its chemical durability. The ordered L10

FePt intermetallic is perceived as a candidate for functional material for fu-
ture magnetic data storage devices. The above mentioned magnetocrystalline
anisotropy [8] together with the high-temperature superstructure stability pro-
vide an excellent �xture of the magnetization direction [9, 10]. There are several
new technologies that involve L10 FePt thin layers for improved conventional
hard disc drives [11], or monodisperse nanoparticles deposited with a variety of
techniques [12, 13] for patterned data storage media [14].

1.1.4 The purpose of this thesis

Although deposition techniques for FePt thin layers and nanoparticles are well
developed, there are still several obstacles to overcome1 before possible techno-
logical application of the intermetallic. Recent results obtained from simulations
[17], as well as experiments [18], are consistent about the fact that in the or-
dered FePt nano-layers a free surface causes a decrease of the superstructure
stability. However, there is still an open discussion about the atomistic origin
of the observed behavior. There are some model results, mostly from MC sim-
ulations, that suggest explanation of the superstructure stability limitation by:
Pt surface precipitation [19], or surface-induced disorder [17].

This work is dedicated to examine in detail the atomistic mechanism of
ordering processes in FePt L10 intermetallic. Special attention is given to the
analysis of the mechanism of superstructure stability limitation caused by free
surfaces.

1In the case of nanoparticles one of the major problems is the lack of long range order
(LRO) in the deposited monodisperse FePt particles [15]. Annealing leads to an increase of
chemical LRO together with side e�ects - particles sintering and coalescence [16].
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1.2 Thermodynamics of atomic ordering in inter-
metallics

This is only a very short introduction to thermodynamics of ordering in in-
termetallics [20, 21]. For the sake of keeping the volume of this dissertation
reasonable, the subject is presented only in an abbreviated way.

1.2.1 Parameterizations and approximation models

In statistical thermodynamics a macrostate of the system is de�ned by a set of
macroscopic parameters. However, microstate is a speci�c, distinct and well-
de�ned condition of a thermodynamic system. In thermodynamics it is assumed
that measured observables are equal to the related microstate parameters aver-
aged over all possible microstates (the ensemble) (eq. 2.1.1).

In the case of hereby thesis, it is assumed that the system is represented by
a canonical ensemble, the probability of a microstate is given by Boltzmann dis-
tribution (2.1.4) and microstates correspond to particular atomic con�gurations
{σ}. The macrostate of interest is represented by a set of observables capable
of describing an e�ective atomic con�guration.

Commonly de�ned observable related to the system con�guration is multisite
correlation function:

ξ = 〈σi1 , σi2 ...〉 (1.2.1)

where σi are so-called occupation variables determining the type of the atom
occupying the lattice site i. In a rigorous approach ξ covers the entire crystal -
i.e. all the lattice sites. Due to infeasibility of considering all the exact atomic
arrangements of the entire crystal, subsets of the system small enough to allow
explicit speci�cation of their con�gurations, are considered. This approach is the
core of the Cluster Variation Method (CVM) [22, 23]. The observable describing
the system is then given by a set of correlation functions related to �nite clusters
α of a size nα:

ξα =
〈
σ1
i1 , σ

2
i2 ..σ

nα
in

〉
(1.2.2)

which represent occupation within an α-cluster (composed of nα lattice sites)
averaged over the whole system, σjij - are con�gurational variables represented
by integer values for a certain atom residing in the ij-th site in the lattice
that belongs to j-site of the α-cluster. CVM formalism was applied in hereby
dissertation for the development of atomic pair-interactions (sec.3.1). The order
of the approximation is determined by the largest cluster taken into account (in
a rigorous approach the biggest cluster is identical to the whole system). It
appears that, once the biggest cluster is chosen, the thermodynamics involves
correlation functions of all smaller clusters.

The simplest case of CVM approximation is the case where 1-site cluster is
the biggest one. This approach was introduced far before uni�ed CVM by W. L.
Bragg and E. J. Williams [24, 25, 26], and is called the Bragg-Williams (B-W)
approximation. A basic variable in B-W model is 1-site correlation function
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〈σi〉 (eq. 1.2.3) averaged over all sites of a certain sublattice2 It represents
probability of �nding certain atoms on a given sublattice.

〈
σAi
〉
B

= pAB =
NA
B

NB
(1.2.3)

where:
〈
σAi
〉
B
- value of a correlation function of A-atom in 1-site cluster aver-

aged over B-sublattice, pAB - probability of �nding A-atom at the site belonging
to B-sublattice, NA

B - number of A-atoms at B-sublattice, NB - number of sites
in B-sublattice.

The crucial idea behind B-W model is the introduction of auxiliary order
parameter to describe the degree of long range order (LRO) in the considered
system:

η =
pAB − cA
p0
AB − cA

(1.2.4)

where: p0
AB - represents probability of �nding A-atom on B-sublattice in the

reference (perfectly ordered, T=0 K) superlattice, pAB - probability of �nding
A-atom on B-sublattice in the considered real (or simulated, T>0K) system,
cA = NA/N - is the concentration of A-atoms in the sample with NA-total
number of A-atoms in the system andN -total number of sites in the crystal. The
parameter equals 1 when the system is perfectly ordered and 0 when completely
disordered. The more speci�c η parameters will be further de�ned.

1.2.2 Free energy

The equilibrium state of the system corresponds to the minimum of an appropri-
ate thermodynamic potential. One of them is free energy. In thermodynamics,
the term free energy refers to the amount of work that can be extracted from
a system. Two de�nitions of free energy are most commonly used in statisti-
cal thermodynamics: Helmholtz for NVT-system3 and Gibbs for NpT-system4.
The content of this dissertation is con�ned to phenomena in alloys under nor-
mal pressure conditions. As pressure-volume work in considered situations is
negligibly small in comparison to energy stored in other degrees of freedom,
especially in atomic con�guration, the Helmholtz free energy is appropriate:

F = U − TS (1.2.5)

The �rst component of free energy is internal energy U , which is the total of
the potential energy associated with inter-atomic bonds, magnetic and electric
�elds, and the kinetic energy due to the motion of atoms or molecules, averaged
over microstates. In the case of real crystals, we can distinguish two di�erent
time scales: a slow time scale of atomic interchanges, and the faster one for
lattice vibrations and electronic motions [27]. Consequently, it is possible to
formulate internal energy U as con�gurational energy Econf which is dependent
explicitly only on the atomic con�guration, including e�ectively averaged in�u-
ence of the non con�gurational degrees of freedom (phonons, electrons). Since

2A part of the crystal lattice, that presents a favorable occupation of a certain type, and
preserve translational symmetry of the original lattice.

3NVT: the system with constant number of particles N, volume V and temperature T.
4NpT: the system with constant number of particles N, pressure V and temperature T.
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the non-con�gurational degrees of freedom are taken into account in an e�ec-
tive averaged way, not as a source of di�erent microstates, the entropy S of the
system can be also de�ned based on atomic con�gurations:

Sconf = −k 〈ln(P (σ))〉 (1.2.6)

where P (σ) is the probability of the occurrence of microstate σ - in our case the
particular atomic con�guration.

Therefore the free energy can be de�ned solely on the basis of atomic con-
�gurations:

F = Econf − TSconf (1.2.7)

1.2.3 Defects and atomic disordering

Vacancy is an unoccupied (empty) site in a crystal lattice. Vacancies play a ba-
sic role in mechanisms providing changes in atomic con�guration. They emerge
as thermal vacancies or in intermetallic phases as a part of defected solid solu-
tions. Changes of lattice sites occupations proceed mainly through the atomic
migrations to the nearest neighboring (NN) vacancies. Other mechanisms of
atomic migration, including direct exchange of two atoms, are possible almost
only at temperatures near the melting temperature [28]. Therefore, vacancies
are essential in all processes based on atomic migration including di�usion.

Antisite defect is an atom residing at an improper site according to the
superstructure of the crystal. Antisite concentrations (typical observables) and
their descendants (like B-W η parameter) are main parameters that give the
measure of disorder in the superstructure.

Ordering energy W is a quite important parameter that gives information
about the tendencies in terms of ordering processes in intermetallics. It repre-
sents a change in con�gurational energy caused by the exchange of two di�erent
atoms in perfectly ordered structure, causing creation of two antisites. If the
W value is negative, at any condition, the intermetallic will tend to disorder or
decompose into separate phases. When W is positive, the system has a chance
to �nd itself in a stable ordered equilibrium.

A perfectly ordered crystal (η = 1) at a real temperature (T > 0 K), from the
thermodynamical point of view, is not a stable system and will tend to partially
disorder (η ↘). Although the creation of defects raises con�gurational energy,
it increases the entropy too, and thus, lowers the total free energy (eq.1.2.7)
bringing the system into the equilibrium state. Above the certain critical tem-
perature namely the order-disorder transition temperature Tt, the only
minimum of the free energy can be found at a complete disorder (η = 0). It is
due to the fact that the entropic part of free energy contains temperature, and
above Tt it cannot be balanced by con�gurational energy.

1.2.4 Activated state rate theory

Let us consider a real crystal lattice. At temperatures above 0 K atoms are
slightly oscillating around the crystalline lattice sites which are their equilib-
rium positions. Due to �uctuations, atom in the lattice can obtain enough
kinetic energy to leave the site and migrate towards another (local) equilibrium
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position in the lattice. Such situation can occur below melting temperature
only for single atoms (very rarely for groups of atoms) with a certain proba-
bility. As it was mentioned above (subsec.1.2.3), in metals and alloys, atoms
migrate virtually only to NN vacancies. In the real system, constantly executed
atomic migrations (jumps) are the main mechanism through which the atomic
con�guration evolves.

Activated state rate theory is a statistical model that provides description
of atomic migration phenomena.

r

E

DE

E
+

ri
rj

Figure 1.2.1: Potential energy evolution during an atomic jump from i to j site.

In general, we can distinguish three characteristic moments during the atomic
jump (�g.1.2.1): (i) before the jump (Eiconf ,S

i), (+) a saddle point - maximum
of potential energy during migration (E+

conf ,S
+), (j) and the moment after the

jump (Ejconf ,S
j). Then, the jump probability can be described as:

pi−j = c exp
[
−∆F
kT

]
= c exp

[
S+ − Si

k

]
exp

[
−
E+
conf − Eiconf

kT

]
(1.2.8)

where: ∆F is a change of free energy during the jump, Eiconf and Si is energy
and entropy before the jump, E+

conf and S+ are respectively con�gurational
energy and entropy in the saddle point, and c is a rate parameter. When
considering the saddle point during the migration, it can be assumed that the
entropy is not changed5, thus S+ − Si = 0, and the jump probability formula
is the following:

pi−j = c exp

[
−
E+
conf − Eiconf

kT

]
(1.2.9)

After the jump, analogical return jump is possible:

pj−i = c exp

[
−
E+
conf − E

j
conf

kT

]
(1.2.10)

5We can consider one atomic migration in a huge system as a very small change to the
value of the entropic component of the free energy which in comparison to the con�gurational
energy component is negligible.
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The di�erence E+
conf − Eiconf is usually called an activation energy of atomic

(or vacancy) migration or simply migration barrier and denoted by E+ (or
Em).Using aforementioned jumps probabilities (eq. 1.2.9and1.2.10) a detailed
balance condition can be written down as:

pj−i
pi−j

=
peqj
peqi

(1.2.11)

where peqj(i) - denotes probability of equilibrium state before i− j jump (or after
j − i jump). The detailed balance condition is one of conditions, the ful�llment
of which is required in a system relaxing to an equilibrium con�guration.

1.2.5 Atomic order relaxation

When considering an intermetallic, the atomic order relaxation is a process of
reaching the equilibrium atomic con�guration through evolution of this con�gu-
ration - namely the degree of atomic order in a particular superstructure. Typ-
ically, in real or numerical experiments, the relaxation is initiated by a change
of temperature, which drives the system away from the equilibrium state. The
relaxation advances in time leading the system towards the minimum of free
energy. The transitions between atomic con�gurations proceed through atomic
migrations causing generation or elimination of antisites. Depending on the
phase (ordered or disordered) at which the relaxation begins and ends, a few
kinds of relaxations can be distinguished. In this work the main concern is put
to "order-order"6 relaxations performed at constant temperatures (isotherms),
however in some cases, like tests of interatomic potentials, �order-disorder� re-
laxations are also considered.

6The beginning as well as �nal atomic con�gurations are ordered phases, below order-
disorder transition temperature.
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Chapter 2

Methodology

All the methods presented in this section were applied in an universal framework
elaborated within this thesis: Alphard (A-dvanced L-attice-based P-latform
with H-ybrid A-algorithms and con�gurable R-esult D-ata output) [29] which
is an object oriented program with an adaptable simulation schedule, easily
con�gurable data output and lots of additional options.

2.1 Stochastic methods

Numerical methods that are known as stochastic are de�ned in general terms as
any method that utilizes sequences of random numbers to perform an estimation
of the desired result. Stochastic methods have been used for centuries, but only
in the past several decades (thanks to tremendous progress in availability of
computational resources) has the technique gained the status of a full-�edged
numerical method capable of addressing the most complex applications. The
name �Monte Carlo�, which is a popular alias for stochastic methods, was given
by Metropolis (inspired by Ulam's interest in gambling) during the Manhattan
Project of World War II, because of the similarity of statistical simulation to
games of chance, and because the capital of Monaco was a center for gambling
and similar pursuits.

Monte Carlo simulation methods[30] are especially useful in studying sys-
tems with a large number of coupled degrees of freedom, such as �uids, disor-
dered materials, strongly coupled solids, and cellular structures. More broadly,
Monte Carlo methods are useful for modeling phenomena with signi�cant un-
certainty in inputs, such as the calculation of risk in business. It is classically
used for evaluation of de�nite integrals, particularly multidimensional integrals
with complicated boundary conditions. Nevertheless, in this work the Monte
Carlo methods have been applied to perform e�cient, yet precise, simulations
of atomic ordering kinetics.

2.1.1 Monte Carlo method in NVT ensemble

Let us consider the statistical mechanics of NV T (canonical) ensemble. Each
particle has an index i, and a set of dynamic variables αi, The microstate
of the system is described by the complete set:{α1, α2, ..., αN}which describes
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the position of a Γ point in the Ω phase space. The system is described by
Hamiltonian HN (Γ). A thermodynamic average over an observable A has a
following formula:

< A >=

´
Ω
dΓA (Γ) exp

(
−HN (Γ)
kbT

)
´

Ω
dΓ exp

(
−HN (Γ)
kbT

) (2.1.1)

where kb is a Boltzmann constant.
The average < A > can be estimated replacing the integrals by �nite sum-

mations over a �nite set of points M within the Ω space:

< A >=

∑M
m A (Γm) exp

(
−HN (Γm)

kbT

)
∑M
m exp

(
−HN (Γm)

kbT

) (2.1.2)

In most cases, Ω space is highly multidimensional and quantization of such
a space by equidistant Γm points would fail because of their extremely large
quantity. To avoid this problem, only randomly chosen Γm points from Ω space
are taken into summations. This simple sampling method is the most basic
among Monte Carlo methods.

Unfortunately, because of extensive use of exponential functions in the simple
sampling formula (2.1.2), values of calculated samples can vary to a very great
extent. This causes that many of them have an insigni�cant contribution to
the result and the algorithm becomes ine�cient. The problem may be solved
by choosing Γm points with appropriate probabilities P (Γm) - this is called the
importance sampling method. The improved formula would state as:

< A >≈ Ā =

∑M
m P (Γm)A (Γm) exp

(
−HN (Γm)

kbT

)
∑M
m P (Γm) exp

(
−HN (Γm)

kbT

) (2.1.3)

A natural choice for the probability function in NV T ensemble would be:

P (Γm) = Peq (Γm)α exp
(
−HN (Γm)

kbT

)
(2.1.4)

thus, the states are chosen for summation according to the Boltzmann probabil-
ity. With such a choice of probability, the bias sampling average formula (2.1.3)
becomes a regular arithmetic average:

Ā =
1
M

M∑
m

A (Γm) (2.1.5)

The series of Γm points in the Ω space showing the distribution (2.1.4)
may be generated by simulating Markov chain convergent to canonical ensemble
P (Γm) M→∞= Peq (Γm). The proper Markov chain must be featured by :

� Normalized transition probability W (Γm → Γn):∑
Γn

W (Γm → Γn) = 1 (2.1.6)
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� All states in Ω space are accessible

� Detailed balance - condition of microscopic reversibility:

Peq (Γm)W (Γm → Γn) = Peq (Γn)W (Γn → Γm) (2.1.7)

Considering the detailed balance formula (2.1.7), it is easy to notice that the
relation between transition probabilities is exponentially proportional to the
energy change in the system during the transition:

W (Γm → Γn)
W (Γn → Γm)

=
P (Γn)
P (Γm)

=
exp

(
−HN (Γn)

kbT

)
exp

(
−HN (Γm)

kbT

) = exp
(
− (HΓn −HΓm)

kbT

)
(2.1.8)

The fact that the explicit form of the transition probability is not set, al-
lows quite a few possible solutions. Among many possibilities, Metropolis and
Glauber formulas are the most popular:

� Asymmetric Metropolis solution[31]:

W (Γm → Γn) =

{
1
τ exp

(
−∆E
kbT

)
for ∆E > 0

1
τ for ∆E ≤ 0

(2.1.9)

� Symmetric Glauber solution[32]:

W (Γm → Γn) =
1
τ

exp
(
−∆E
kbT

)
1 + exp

(
−∆E
kbT

) (2.1.10)

where τ is a time constant, and ∆E = HΓn −HΓm is the energy change
during the transition from Γm to Γn.

2.1.2 Stochastic algorithms for structural relaxations

The presented study concerns mainly kinetics of structural transformations in
FePt L10 intermetallic. The kinetics are obtained by simulations of atomic
"order-order" isothermal relaxations using Monte Carlo algorithms appropriate
for structural relaxations.

When assuming that each transition between the states Γm → Γn has a
physical meaning, it is possible to interpret the process of reaching the equilib-
rium state, i.e. the simulated Markov chain, as a physical one. In the case of
atomistic Monte Carlo simulations, based on a rigid lattice, transitions between
the Γ states refer to changes in an atomic con�guration - lattice occupations.
The more detailed physics is applied in the procedure of transition between
con�gurations (direct exchange of atoms, vacancy mechanism etc.), the deeper
physical meaning has the obtained model result.

The procedures of simulation, among other operations, consist mainly of
iterative execution of a certain algorithm. The routine is repetitively executed
until the desired �nal state of the simulated system is achieved. Usually it is an
equilibrium state. In the following overview, common Monte Carlo algorithms
are presented (more in-depth explanation can be found in [30]).
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2.1.2.1 Direct exchange algorithm

In direct exchange (DE) algorithm, the transition between the states is per-
formed through the exchange of two randomly chosen atoms in the volume.
The algorithm is as follows:

1. two atoms are chosen at random

2. the energy change ∆E following from the exchange of their positions and
transition probabilityW (according to Glauber or Metropolis formula) are
calculated

3. the probability test is performed and according to its result the atom
positions are either exchanged or not exchanged

4. back to No. 1

Since the exchange of positions of random atoms has no physical meaning the
algorithm is used mainly for preliminary tests of the simulated models or to
roughly determine the equilibrium state.

2.1.2.2 Vacancy-migration algorithm

In this work, a particular application of an algorithm, based on atomic jumps
to the vacancy, was used. The algorithm is as follows:

1. one atom in the vicinity of any of the vacancies is chosen at random

2. the migration barrier E+ or ∆E in Quasi-Kinetic Monte Carlo approach
(�g.1.2.1) and transition probabilityW (according to Glauber or Metropo-
lis formula) are calculated

3. a test of transition probabilityW is performed and, according to its result,
the atom is either moved to the vacancy or stays in its site

4. back to No. 1

As atomic jumps to the vacancy are considered to be the process responsible
for almost all changes in atomic con�guration in solid intermetallics [28], this
algorithm has a strong physical background. Thus the relaxations obtained with
it are interpreted as simulations of a physical process.

2.1.2.3 Residence time algorithm

Basically, this method, as well as the previous one, may involve the vacancy
migration mechanism. The migration barrier between the states of the system
is taken into account in a way which allows calculation of physical residence
time of the system in a certain state. The popular name for this algorithm is
�residence time� (RT) [33].

1. a list of all N possible events (jumps to the NN vacancy) is composed with
corresponding migration barriers E+

i (i-th event), transition rates:

ri = exp
(
E+
i

kBT

)
(2.1.11)
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as well as cumulative rates:

Ri =
i∑

j=1

rj (2.1.12)

2. a random number u1 ∈ (0, 1] is set and the corresponding i-th event which
ful�lls the condition:

Ri−1 < u1 ∗RN < Ri (2.1.13)

is executed.

3. time is incremented by ∆tcalculated with use of another random number
u2 ∈ (0, 1]:

∆t = − log (u2)
RN

(2.1.14)

4. back to No. 1

Note that ri/RN which is de facto a transition probability, ful�lls all the con-
ditions set for a proper Markov chain (eq. 2.1.6 and eq. 2.1.7).

This algorithm is slightly more complex than the simple vacancy-migration
MC, however, in some cases, it allows faster (in terms of number of MC steps)
convergence to equilibrium state1. In comparison to the previous one it is much
more e�ective in simulations where many attempted jumps would not be exe-
cuted due to low transition probability (low temperature, high energy barriers).
On the other hand, it is less e�ective than the previous one when the system
exhibits a high variation between transition probabilities; especially when there
are high probabilities for transitions which are neutral for evolution of the sys-
tem.

2.1.2.4 Kinetic and quasi-kinetic algorithms

In general, MC algorithms that involve migration barriers are called Kinetic
Monte Carlo (KMC), because knowing the value of an energy barrier (E+)
between states it is possible to estimate real time scale, namely the kinetics, of
a process (in a similar way to residence time algorithm). Whereas algorithms
which utilize constant barriers or simple transition energy (∆E), do not allow
estimation of a process real time scale, thus they are called quasi-kinetic or
pseudo-kinetic (QKMC).

2.2 Deterministic methods

Deterministic methods are based on an attempt to calculate detailed evolution
of the system, in contrast to stochastic methods, which are based on random
numbers and average estimations.

1Note that equilibrium state is independent on the used algorithm.
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2.2.1 Molecular Dynamics

The Molecular Dynamics [34] technique was developed just after the Monte
Carlo methods, around the mid-�fties. Originating from theoretical physics,
the method of MD gained popularity in materials science, and since the 1970s
also in biochemistry and biophysics. It has also been applied with limited success
as a method of re�ning protein structure predictions. In physics, MD is used
to examine the dynamics of atomic-level phenomena that cannot be observed
directly. This particular work is an example of such studies.

Molecular Dynamics suits the calculation of trajectory in the phase space
of a set of particles, where each particle is subjected to classical equations of
motion. It is virtually non-dissipative deterministic algorithm. The algorithm
is based on the numerical solution of Newton's equations of motion for each
particle in the system. The di�erential Newton's equations:

mi
d2ri(t)
dt2

= Fi(t) = −
N∑
j 6=i

∇iV (ri(t), rj(t), ..) (2.2.1)

where ri is the coordinate, mi is the mass of particle, V is the interatomic
potential. To compute the solution of a di�erential equation one must convert
it from a continuous time form into a discrete time form of a di�erential equation
with a certain �nite time step ∆t. It must be at least one order of magnitude
smaller than the natural microscopic time scale. For the time scale of atomistic
processes in a solid state, the reasonable value of ∆t is around 10−15 second.
The computation time necessary to calculate a particular simulation is mostly
spent on force calculations, which are dependent on the complexity of potentials.
The time is also proportional to the number of particles in the system N .

2.2.1.1 Calculations of forces: Velocity-Verlet algorithm

There is a huge choice of MD algorithms (methods of integration of di�erential
equations), nevertheless, in this work the Velocity-Verlet (or �leap frog�) algo-
rithm was used. This widely known algorithm is easy to apply and su�ciently
accurate for the purpose of the hereby study. It can be derived by writing two
Taylor expansions of the position vector r(t) in di�erent time directions. In
contrast to the basic Verlet algorithm[35] it uses velocity explicitly2.

The implementation scheme of this algorithm is following:

1. Calculate new positions of atoms:

r (t+ ∆t) = r (t) + v (t) ∆t+
1
2
a (t) (∆t)2 (2.2.2)

2. Calculate velocities between positions:

v
(
t+

∆t
2

)
= v(t) +

a(t)∆t
2

(2.2.3)

2An in-depth description of the Velocity-Verlet algorithm can be found in R. Feynman's
physics lectures [36].
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3. Move particles to their new coordinates r(t+ ∆t) and calculate accelera-
tions a(t+ ∆t) from the interaction potentials V :

a =
F
m

= −
~∇V
m

(2.2.4)

4. Calculate velocities at new positions:

v(t+ ∆t) = v
(
t+

∆t
2

)
+

a(t+ ∆t)∆t
2

(2.2.5)

5. Set new time t = t+ ∆t and return to point 1

2.2.1.2 Energy and temperature stabilization

Straightforward application of an integration algorithm (like the one described
above in subsec. 2.2.1.1) with a proper time step3, theoretically yields the sys-
tem with a constant total energy. This is because the applied force �eld is
conservative4 and no energy dissipation is assumed. However, due to a large
number of iterations, a cumulation of small computational errors and �uctu-
ations may cause instability of the system energy. The problem is solved by
application of special algorithms, popularly named thermostats, into the basic
MD routines. Such algorithm checks the system temperature5 and provides
small corrections to the kinetic energy of atoms.

In the hereby work, the Gunsteren-Berendsen [37] (G-B) or �velocity scaling�
thermostat was used; easy in application, yet su�ciently e�ective6. To reduce
the e�ect of energy �uctuations and guarantee stable temperature, each atomic
velocity in each MD step is multiplied by the factorλ:

v′i = viλ (2.2.6)

λ =

√
1 +

∆t
τT

(
T0

T
− 1
)

(2.2.7)

which is dependent on the relation between the targeted temperature T0 and
the temperature T present in the simulated system. The λ factor contains the
τT time constant which theoretically causes the system to achieve the desired
temperature T0 after (τT /∆t) MD steps. However, in practice, this prevents the
e�ect of jumping around the targeted temperature, which would result in even
bigger �uctuations.

3The su�ciently small time step ∆t should not result in divergence of the system energy
during MD simulation.

4The formulas of Analytic Bond-Order Potentials applied in hereby thesis are smooth in
derivatives, independent on the time and history of interacting atoms, thus the potential is
conservative. For details see eq. 3.2.1..3.2.8.

5Thermostat, as well as the temperature, can stabilize the total energy of the system.
6Due to the arti�cial suppression of the �uctuations, the velocity scaling scheme does not

strictly follow the canonical ensemble (particles trajectories are modi�ed). Though in practice,
for big systems (containing more than 103 atoms), where the �uctuations are inconsiderable,
the amount it deviates is small and can be neglected.
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2.2.2 Molecular Statics

The Molecular Statics [38, 39] (or Quenched Molecular Dynamics) method was
used to calculate energy barriers (E+) for atomic migrations (�g. 1.2.1), as
well as for Static Relaxations during ABOP-based MC simulations. Molecular
Statics, in contrast to Molecular Dynamics, is a dissipative method. This means
that during the simulation the energy of the system is not conserved, but de-
creases with time. Such an approach allows the atoms to move according to
MD algorithm, however, with a continuous loss of kinetic energy, which causes
slowing down. After a certain time all atoms will �nally (almost) stop in the
positions of their lowest potential energy.

In general the same routines for force calculations are used as in classical
MD, however, a kind of �friction� is added. The basic idea underlying in the
MS algorithm, which was used in the present studies, was to rescale velocities
at each iteration according to the following formula:

v′ =

{
v − γ F

|F| |v| for F · v < 0

v for F · v ≥ 0
(2.2.8)

where γ is a parameter between 0 and 1. It means that only the component of
the velocity that is parallel to the force is altered, and only when the atom moves
against the force. When γ = 0 it means no energy dissipation, whereas γ = 1
means maximum dissipation and atoms will only slide down along gradients of
potentials.

In some cases, during MS simulations, additional constrains have been used
together with the above formula. To calculate values of migration barriers dur-
ing atomic jumps, the base of the sample, as well as the jumping atom's velocity
component parallel to the jump direction had to be �xed. This protected the
migrating atom from sliding back to its original site (or to the vacancy). This
procedure will be explained in detail in sec.5.3.1.

2.3 Monte Carlo / Static Relaxation (MC/SR)
algorithm

The combination of methods originating from both MD (interatomic potentials,
relaxations) and MC (fast algorithm for atomic interchanges) is not a novel
idea. Several particular approaches can be distinguished. Quasi-Harmonic Lat-
tice Dynamics (Q-HLD) [40, 41] - allowing calculation of free energy regarding
phonons, pressure and defects in crystalline lattice. Hybrid Monte Carlo [42, 41]
(HMC) - allows execution of sets of MD steps together with atomic migration
procedures (MC). This method can be virtually applied to simulate ordering
processes in FePt thin layers, however it is extremely demanding in terms of
necessary computational resources, hence time consuming. In the hereby dis-
sertation a simpli�ed Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm MC/SR is proposed (sim-
ilar to the one published by Purton et. al [42]), as a compromise between an
attempt to apply the most detailed physical model and available computational
resources.

The simultaneous application of both MC and MS simulation methods al-
lows observations of some physical e�ects that are not available for any of the
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methods used separately. The MC implemented with vacancy mechanism al-
gorithm provides atomic order relaxation. The MS steps allow localized lattice
relaxation. The pressure control algorithms allow relaxations of global lattice
parameters a�ected by long range order. Typical sequence of MC/SR algorithm
consists of:

� 103..105 steps of MC algorithm (subsec. 2.1.2)

� Static Relaxation including:

� a lattice constants relaxation in each (x,y,z) direction (subsec. A.3)

� a partial (up to 500 MS steps ) or full Molecular Statics relaxation
(subsec. 2.2.2)

In the original HMC MC/SR [42] algorithm the Static Relaxation is one of
possible events as well as MC steps, executed with a certain probability. In
our simpli�ed approach, the SR sequence is performed in constant MC-time
intervals and its acceptance is granted according to the assumption (subsec.
1.2.2) that the crystal lattice relaxations are the result of evolution of the atomic
con�guration.

Two problems are addressed with this approach:

� The relation between lattice parameters and LRO. The tetragonality of a
L10 structure a�ects defect formation energies. Di�erent values of antisite
formation energy cause changes in order-disorder transition temperature,
as well as a minor e�ect on ordering kinetics. In real system demise of
tetragonal distortion is a result of decreasing LRO. To model this process
in simulated system, it is necessary to include lattice constants relaxation
routines in the schedule of the simulation.

� Surface relaxation. In a real system atoms in the surface region, except
deviated coordination, usually exhibit a change in atomic positions with
respect to bulk. It is important to take this e�ect into account since it
causes di�erent defect formation energies, and locally may cause signi�cant
changes in ordering kinetics. The e�ect of local relaxations is simulated
by Molecular Statics sequences included in the schedule of the simulation.

2.4 Atomic migration barriers - interpolation scheme

The energy barriers used in Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations can be calcu-
lated on the basis of atomic migration energy pro�les obtained by a sequence of
Molecular Statics simulations (subsec. 2.2.2). For the sake of economization of
computational time, the barriers can be calculated, tabulated, and afterwards
recalled during a simulation.

Let us consider an atom migrating to a NN vacancy in a crystalline lattice.
On the way to the vacancy, the atom will have to cross a saddle point (with the
highest potential energy)(1.2.1). At this point the atom is in the closest distance
to a set of neighboring atoms, in most cases there are four atoms (�g.2.4.1). This
set of atoms composes the migration window, through which the migrating atom
must pass.
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Figure 2.4.1: An example of a migration window W.

Preliminary sampling of the migration barriers was performed for particular
atomic arrangement as well as for a few selected sets of lattice parameters.
During data analysis it appeared that there are three important factors which
in�uence the migration barrier energy:

� The atomic arrangement of the migration window (�g.2.4.1). In the case
of migrations to NN site in L10 superstructure, the migration window is
composed of 4 atoms - in the bulk, or 2 atoms- when migration proceeds
at the surface:

W =
{
{σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4} − for bulk
{σ1, σ2} − for surface

(2.4.1)

where each σi corresponds to particular occupation (Fe or Pt in the case
of L10 FePt)

� The size of the migration windowW, dependent on the lattice parameters
in the sample, parametrized by the (minimal average) distance rw between
the migrating atom and the atoms from the window W (�g.2.4.1).

� A distance of the migrating atom from the surface. This aspect of the
migrating atom can be estimated by Nn the number of NN and NNN
atoms around the migrating atom and the targeted vacancy.

The above observations have been used to develop a general formula interpolat-
ing the value of migration barrier E+

i,W from sampled data:

E+
i,W(rW, Nn) =

E0 + E1

2
+ fi,W(rW)gi,W(Nn) (2.4.2)

where: i is the type of the migrating atom; W is the set of atoms of which the
migration window is composed; E0 and E1 are respectively the energy before
and after the execution of the atomic jump; fi,W(rW) is the function that
gives the value of the migration barrier according to the migration window
con�guration W and the window size rW (�g.2.4.1) , gi,W(Nn) is the function
that modi�es the value of the migration barrier with respect to the distance of
the migrating atom from the surface. The function, besides being dependent
on W, is e�ectively parametrized by Nn the number of NN and NNN neighbors
around the migrating atom.
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Due to the fact that changes of the value of migration barrier energy caused
by the window size (mainly by di�erent lattice constants), are relatively small
in the regarded range of lattice constant values (range determined by tetragonal
distortion and surface relaxations), linear dependency was assumed:

fi,W(rw) = (Ai,W · rw +Bi,W) (2.4.3)

The dependence of the migration barrier on the number of neighbors (dis-
tance from the surface) gi,W(Nn) after simulating preliminary migration energy
pro�les appeared to be well estimatable by linear function:

gi,W(Nn) = (Ci,W ·Nn +Di,W) (2.4.4)

Assuming linear dependencies of the aforementioned functions (eq.2.4.3 and
eq.2.4.4), the formula estimating migration barrier has the following form:

E+
i,W =

E0 + E1

2
+ (Ai,W · rw +Bi,W) · (Ci,W ·Nn +Di,W) (2.4.5)

On the basis of the simulated atomic migration energy pro�les, the parameters
A,B,C and D must be �tted or calculated7 separately for each i - type of mi-
grating atom, and W - migration window composition. The particular results
are presented in the subsection containing migration barriers evaluation for the
ABOP-based system (subsec.5.3.1).

7At the surface C=0 and D=1.
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Chapter 3

Models

3.1 Two-body interaction model

The con�gurational energy of the system based on two-body interactions is
represented by the following formula:

Econf =
∑
i 6=j

Vij(rij) (3.1.1)

where i and j denotes sites in the lattice, Vij is e�ective pair interaction energy
between atoms in sites i and j, and rij is a distance between the sites. When
considering the model based on the rigid lattice the distances between sites are
discrete. The model is isomorphic with the Ising model1 [45], thus the name
Ising-type model will be used interchangeably with the two-body interaction
model. When a �nite range of interaction is assumed (cuto� distance), only a
certain number of coordination shells can be taken into account, which signif-
icantly reduces the number of parameters. In this work the interactions up to
NNN are considered.

3.1.1 Two-body potentials development for FePt system

3.1.1.1 Ab-initio parametric with Cluster Expansion Method

Ising-type two-body potentials for FePt were developed on the basis of Cluster
Expansion Method2 (CEM). The formalism was proposed by T.Mohri, Y. Chen
et al. for Fe-Pt and Fe-Pd intermetallics [46, 47].

Full-potential linearized augmented-plane-wave (FLAPW) method within
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) was applied to obtain the total
energies EFe4−nPtn(r) for Fe4−nPtn alloys, where n is an integer value denoting
the intermetallic composition and r is a lattice constant parameter. Following

1Descriptions of the Ising model and the atomistic model based on rigid lattice and two-
body interaction are isomorphic, however, the dynamics of the atomistic model di�ers sub-
stantially from the Ising one. The approach which makes Ising model closer to the atomistic
one in terms of the system dynamics, was proposed by K. Kawasaki [43]. The Ising-Kawasaki
dynamics and the vacancy mechanism gives similar results [44].

2CEM is a method that combines Ab-initio calculations and CVM to obtain particular
system parameters, in this case interatomic potentials.
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m = 0 m = 1 m = 2 m = 3 m = 4
null point pair triangle tetrahedron

Fe 1 1 1 1 1
Fe3Pt 1 1/2 0 -1/2 -1
FePt 1 0 -1/3 0 1
FePt3 1 -1/2 0 1/2 -1
Pt 1 -1 1 -1 1

Table 3.1: Values of the correlation functions ξnm

atomic arrangements were studied: pure Fe or Pt FCC for respectively n = 0
or 4, L12 superstructure for n = 1 and 3 and L10 superstructure for n = 2.
Additionally, EBCCFe4

for pure BCC Fe was also calculated. With total energies
EFe4−nPtn(r), the corresponding intermetallic formation energies are obtained
as:

∆En (r) = EFe4−nPtn (r)− 4− n
4

EBCCFe4 (rBCC)− n

4
EPt4 (r4) (3.1.2)

where: r4 and rBCC denote equilibrium lattice constants for particular struc-
tures.

Chen and Mohri used Lennard-Johnes type potential and �tted it to the
results (Universal Equation of State could be used instead as well), to enable
continuous parametrization of the results with regard to lattice constants:

∆En (r) =
an
r7
− bn
r3.5

+ cn (3.1.3)

It is important to note that r in this representation denotes average lat-
tice constant3 and not the individual interatomic distance, thus, the parameter
should not be (in further calculations) a variable in the distance dependent pair
interaction, but it should be �xed and kept constant during simulations. More-
over, this representation involves tetragonality only in an e�ective constant way,
without the possibility to alter the c/a relation.

Then, the CVM was applied to extract e�ective cluster energies vm(r), up
to the NN tetrahedron cluster. According to the principles of CVM, the total
con�gurational energy of the system can be described by a set of correlation
functions as follows:

∆En (r) =
mmax∑
m=0

vm(r)ξnm (3.1.4)

where vm speci�es cluster energies and ξnm is the correlation function de�ned
as:

ξnm =< σp1σp2σp3 ...σpk ...σpm > (3.1.5)

where σpk is the spin operator, which is equal to either +1 or -1 depending
upon the A or B atom is located at the lattice site speci�ed by pk in the m-point

3r should be considered as r = 3√Vu.c. the parameter related to the volume of the system
unit cell rather than interatomic distance.
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cluster of the phase n, and the brackets <> denote the ensemble average. Let us
assume that xi and yij denote point and pair cluster probabilities, the following
relationships hold[46]:

xi =
1
2

(1 + i ∗ ξ1) (3.1.6)

yij =
1
22

[1 + (i+ j)ξ1 + ijξ2] (3.1.7)

where i and j equal +1 or -1 for A and B atoms, respectively.
The values of correlation functions for the particular phases are provided in

tab.3.1. The matrix of {ξnm} is 5x5 regular, non-singular, and can be inverted.
Then, the matrix inversion of equation (3.1.4) yields the e�ective cluster inter-
action energies:

vm(r) =
4∑

n=0

{ξnm}
−1 ∆En (r) (3.1.8)

whose the formula can be represented in the following explicit matrix form:


v0 (r)
v1 (r)
v2 (r)
v3 (r)
v4 (r)

 =


1 4 6 4 1
4 8 0 −8 −4
−6 0 −12 0 1
4 −8 0 8 −4
−1 −4 6 −4 −1




∆E0 (r)
∆E1 (r)
∆E2 (r)
∆E3 (r)
∆E4 (r)

 (3.1.9)

After estimation of cluster energy values, it appears that v3 and v4 are
negligibly small, thus the simpli�ed energy formula can be written as:

∆En (r) = v0(r) + v1(r)ξn1 + v2(r)ξn2 (3.1.10)

Within NN pair-interaction estimation, the energy of the system can be
rewritten as:

∆E = ω
∑
i,j

V Iijyij (3.1.11)

where: ω- the NN co-ordination number 4, V Iij - e�ective pair interaction
energy. Note that ∆E is a vector with certain values for the particular inter-
metallics Fe4−nPtn. By comparison of equations (3.1.10) (3.1.11), and separa-
tion of their elements, following equations for cluster energies for Fe-Pt system
are derived:

v0(r) = 3
(
V IFeFe(r) + V IFePt(r) + V IPtPt(r)

)
(3.1.12)

v1(r) = 3
(
2V IFeFe(r)− 2V IPtPt(r)

)
(3.1.13)

v2(r) = 3
(
V IFeFe(r) + V IPtPt(r)− V IFePt(r)

)
(3.1.14)

4For FCC lattice ω = 12.
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3.1.1.2 The nearest neighbor pair-interactions

From equations (3.1.12), (3.1.13) and (3.1.14) it is easy to obtain NN pair in-
teraction energies for the nearest neighbors:

V IFePt(r) =
1
6

(v0(r)− v2(r)) (3.1.15)

V IFeFe(r) =
1
12

(v0(r)− v1(r) + v2(r)) (3.1.16)

V IPtPt(r) =
1
12

(v0(r) + v1(r) + v2(r)) (3.1.17)

It is important to note that values obtained in this way are dependent on the
lattice constant. However, as it was mentioned (eq.3.1.3) the lattice parameter
used in this context refers to the average interatomic distance (unit cell volume).
V Iij(r) should not be interpreted as interatomic potentials dependent on the
distance. For the sake of the consistency, the lattice parameter must be set the
same for all interactions.

3.1.1.3 Second nearest neighbor extension

To expand the model for the next nearest neighbor (NNN) interactions 3 more
parameters were necessary. However, to reduce number of free parameters the
same proportions between Fe-Fe and Pt-Pt, and between Fe-Fe and Fe-Pt in-
teractions in the �rst and second coordination shell were assumed:

V IFeFe
V IPtPt

=
V IIFeFe
V IIPtPt

(3.1.18)

V IFeFe
V IFePt

=
V IIFeFe
V IIFePt

(3.1.19)

A free parameter was chosen to set the relation between the interaction
values in the �rst and second coordination shell α:

α =
V IFeFe
V IIFeFe

(3.1.20)

A set of MC simulations was performed to �nd the order-disorder transition
temperature of of the simulated FePt L10 alloy. The values of α and r (lattice
constant) parameters were adjusted to �t the simulated order-disorder tempera-
ture to the experimental value. Temperature dependencies of η parameter were
obtained by MC simulations. Detailed description of the procedure may be
found in the section 4.2 devoted to results of two-body interactions model.

The de�nitely chosen set of interaction parameters, displayed in table 3.2,
corresponded to r=0.3862 nm (the experimental value of FePt L10 parameter)
and α = −0.1. The parameters yielded the best approximation of the experi-
mental value of the order-disorder transition temperature Tt = 1575 K for FePt.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.1.1: η(T ) curves resulting from MC simulations of L10 FePt for
r=0.3862 nm (a) rough curves obtained for various values of α parameter; (b)
the curve obtained for α = −0.1.

i− k V Iik[meV] V IIik [meV]
Fe-Fe 11.45 -1.145
Fe-Pt -67.05 6.705
Pt-Pt 85.63 -8.563

Table 3.2: Values of Fe-Pt two-body interactions used in the simulations of L10

FePt.

3.2 Analytical Bond-Order Potentials

Analytic Bond-Order Potentials (ABOP) were originally developed to describe
semiconducting, covalent-bounded systems like silicon [48, 49] and carbon [50,
51]. In such systems bindings are directionally dependent, which is taken into
account by the inclusion of three-body angular terms. It is possible to show
that ABOP formalism is formally an expansion of the Second Momentum Ap-
proximation (Tight-Biding) model [52, 53] and, at certain assumptions, can
be equivalent to Embedded Atom Method (EAM) formalism [54]. This fact
justi�es the straightforward application of ABOP to metals [55, 17] and metal-
semiconductor systems [56]

3.2.1 Bond-order formalism

The potential energy of the system can be described as a sum of individual bond
energies including the many-body terms (bij (rij , ..)):

E =
N∑
i

N∑
j>i

f cij (rij)
[
V Rij (rij)−

bij (rij , ..) + bji (rji, ..)
2

V Aij (rij)
]

(3.2.1)

where N is a number of all atoms in the system, i and j iterate the interacting
atoms. The pair-interactions V R - repulsive and V A - attractive terms have
the form of Morse potential (for the sake of clear notation, the ij subscript was
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i

j

k
qijk

rij

rik

Figure 3.2.1: θijk angle in a con�guration of the interacting i and j atoms with
the neighboring k atom

omitted):

V R (r) =
D0

S − 1
exp

(
−β
√

2S (r − r0)
)

(3.2.2)

V A (r) =
SD0

S − 1
exp

(
−β
√

2/S (r − r0)
)

(3.2.3)

where D0 is the dimer bond energy, r0 the dimer bond length, β is related to
dimer ground state oscillation frequency (k - oscillation wave vector number)

β = k
2πc√
2D0/µ

(3.2.4)

and parameter S is a parameter adjustable on the basis of Pauling criterion and
to obtain proper r0 value. The cuto� function f c is constructed to be smooth
in derivatives:

f c (r) =


1 for r ≤ R−D
1
2 −

1
2 sin

(
π
2 (r −R) /D

)
for |R− r| ≤ D

0 for r ≥ R+D

(3.2.5)

R is the cuto� distance and D is the width of the smoothing area. Many-body
terms have the following form:

bij (rij , ..) = (1 + χij (rij , ..))
− 1

2 (3.2.6)

χij (rij , ..) =
∑
k 6=i,j

f cij (rik) gik (θijk) exp [2µik (rij − rik)] (3.2.7)

where µik is a three-body interaction coe�cient, and gik(θijk) is a three-body
angular dependent term:

g (θ) = γ

(
1 +

c2

d2
− c2

d2 + [h+ cosθ]2

)
(3.2.8)

γ, c, h and d are adjustable parameters.
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Fe-Fe Pt-Pt Fe-Pt
D0[eV] 1.5 3.2 2.65
r0[0.1nm] 2.29 2.42 2.36
β[0.1nm−1] 1.4 1.61 1.46

S 2.07 2.30 2.26
γ 0.0116 0.185 0.0563
c 1.29 0.0609 0.351
d 0.341 0.08 0.169
h -0.26 0.455 0.450

2µ[0.1nm−1] 0.0 1.58 0.958
R[0.1nm] 3.15 3.75 4.20
D[0.1nm] 0.2 0.2 0.2

Table 3.3: ABOP Fe-Pt parameters [17].

3.2.2 Analytic Bond-Order Potentials for Fe-Pt systems

The ABOP model parameters for Fe-Pt were evaluated by Muller et al [17].
In order to test the ABOP model application some of the physical parameters

were calculated. The results together with original, experimental and other
modeled data are presented in table 3.4.

Experi- GGA EAM and MEAM ABOP ABOP
mental [57] other [58, 59, 60] [17] present
data models work[29]

Fe bcc
a 2.860 [61] 2.832 2.860 [62] 2.86∗ 2.860 2.860

Ecoh -4.28 [63] -4.28 -4.28 [62] -4.29∗ -4.28 -4.28
B 173 [64] 189 178 [62] 173 169 170

Pt fcc
a 3.923 [65] 3.176 3.92 [66] 3.91∗ 3.917 3.917

Ecoh -5.84 [63] 3.986 -5.77 [66] -5.77∗ -5.77 -5.77
B 286 [67] 244 283 [66] 288 286 289

FePt L10

a 3.861 [6] 3.872 3.85 [68] 3.81 3.862 3.862
c/a 0.981 [6] 0.973 0.964 [68] 0.963 0.963 0.963

∆Ef -0.224 -0.287 [46] -0.604 -0.32 -0.32
Ecoh -5.249 -5.345 [17] -5.634 -5.345 -5.345
B 200 217 [17] 232 217 217

Table 3.4: Basic physical properties of Fe, Pt and L10 FePt obtained from ex-
periments and various models. a- lattice constant [0.1nm] ([A]), Ecoh - cohesive
energy [eV], B - bulk modulus [GPa], c/a - tetragonality, ∆Ef - intermetallic
formation energy, ∗ - indicates rather input parameter than a resulting value.
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Chapter 4

Atomic ordering kinetics in

Ising-type FePt model

A substantial part of the thesis consists of the results obtained within two nu-
merical models of interatomic potentials either two-body Ising-type interactions
or many-body ABOP interactions. In both cases the same procedure was ap-
plied. After the development and application of the particular model to the
software (Alphard) and basic parameter tests, the overall con�guration energy
of the system was analyzed, especially surface con�gurational energies and de-
fects formation energies. Afterwards, a detailed study was devoted to ordering
kinetics in bulk and layered systems. In this chapter, the Ising-type model study
results are presented [69, 70].

4.1 Heuristic clues

Before the analysis of the simulation results, some general aspects of atomic con-
�guration and related energetics were studied. Since the con�gurational energy
is composed of the simple two-body energies it was possible (straightforward,
however, laborious) to calculate it analytically.

Figure 4.1.1: L10 A-B superstructure
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4.1.1 Comparison of perfectly ordered L10 a- and c-variant
thin layers

Samples in the form of thin layers with two (001)-oriented surfaces (on the
upper and lower side of the sample) were considered. In the simulated layered
samples, in comparison to the bulk ones, a considerable increase of the system
con�gurational energy is observed. The increase is due to broken interatomic
bonds. Depending on the superstructure orientation with respect to the surface,
namely the particular L10 variant (tab. 1.1), the con�gurational energy of the
systems di�ers.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.1.2: Two basic L10-ordered thin layer variants: (a) a(b)-variant (b)
c-variant

Let us consider two superstructure variants at the (001) surface: a(b)-
variant1 with monoatomic planes perpendicular to the surface, and c-variant
with monoatomic planes parallel to the surface (�g. 4.1.2). Firstly, let us con-
sider interactions only among NN atoms. It will appear later in this subsection
that the NNN interactions do not in�uence the considered situation. In general,
a di�erence in con�gurational (surface) energy among the particular variants of
the L10-ordered superstructure in the layers can be denoted as:

∆Ea−c = ∆Ea −∆Ec =
(Ea − Ebulk)− (Ec − Ebulk) = (4.1.1)

Ea − Ec

where Ebulk is con�gurational energy of the perfectly ordered L10 bulk sample
(periodic boundary conditions in all directions), Ec is con�gurational energy of
the perfectly ordered in L10 c-variant layered sample with (001) surfaces (�g.
4.1.3) (periodic boundary conditions in [100], [010]), and Ea is con�gurational
energy of the perfectly ordered in L10 a-variant layered sample with (001) sur-
faces.

According to eq. 3.1.1, the Ising-type con�gurational energy may be ex-
pressed by a sum of contributions corresponding to pair-interactions in consecu-
tive coordination zones. Hence, ∆Ea−c may be analyzed separately for NN and
NNN interactions.

1a- and b- variants are equivalent when considering (001) surface, due to the 4-fold rota-
tional symmetry around the [001] axis.
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Figure 4.1.3: The scheme of (001)-surface generation in L10 c-variant sample;
due to the cut of PBC each atom at the surface loses 4 NN atoms.

Let us consider the NN con�gurational energy of the bulk system:

ENNbulk =
NA
2

(4V IAA + 8V IAB) +
NB
2

(4V IBB + 8V IAB) (4.1.2)

where NA2 is the number of A-type atoms in the whole sample, per analogy the
same for B-atoms; V IAA, V

I
BB and V IAB are respectively NN pair-interactions of

two A-atoms, two B-atoms and in mixed pair A- and B-atoms.
Now, the con�gurational energy of the layer limited by a surface can be

represented as the one for the bulk with particular number of bonds broken (�g.
4.1.3):

ENNc = ENNbulk −
NAsurf

2
· 4V IAB −

NBsurf
2

· 4V IAB (4.1.3)

ENNa = ENNbulk −
NAsurf

2
(
2V IAB + 2V IAA

)
−
NBsurf

2
·
(
2V IAB + 2V IBB

)
(4.1.4)

whereNAsurf is the number of A-type atoms at the sample's surface, per analogy
the same for B-atoms. There are 4 bonds broken around each surface atom. In
the case of c-variant layers, there are only A-B bonds broken (�g. 4.1.3), in the
a-variant layers the situation is more complex.

With the assumption: NA = NB = N/2 and NAsurf = NBsurf = Nsurf/2 ,
the formula for ∆ENNa−c is found:

ENNbulk = N(V IAA + V IBB + 4V IAB) (4.1.5)

ENNc = ENNbulk − 2 ·Nsurf · V IAB (4.1.6)

ENNa = ENNbulk −
Nsurf

2
(
2V IAB + V IAA + V IBB

)
(4.1.7)

∆ENNa−c = 2 ·Nsurf · V IAB −
1
2
Nsurf

(
2V IAB + V IAA + V IBB

)
(4.1.8)

∆ENNa−c =
Nsurf

2
(
2V IAB − V IAA − V IBB

)
∼W I

AB (4.1.9)
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.1.4: An example of NNN co-ordinations around Fe atom in two basic
L10 surface variants: (a) a(b)-variant (b) c-variant.

where W I
AB is NN ordering energy of the A-B intermetallic.

Interatomic NNN co-ordinations do not di�er among a- and c-variant layers
(�g.4.1.4). This can be explained when considering �rst layer of unit cells at
the surface3 (�rst two monoatomic layers). Each atom of the certain type in
the considered volume lacks one NNN of the same type. Moreover, the overall
concentration of particular atoms in the considered area is not changing among
a- and c- variants. Thus consequently, the number of NNN interactions in the
a- and c- variant layers is exactly the same, and ∆ENNNa−c = 0.

The above result (4.1.9) is very important and indicates a general feature of
ordered L10 systems that the a(b)-variant layer is energetically more stable
than the c-variant layer.

For the de�ned values of Ising-type FePt interactions (sec. 3.1) the value of
the energy change after c-variant to a-variant L10 superstructure (001) surface
transformation is equal to:

∆Ea−c = Nsurf (−0.1156) [eV] (4.1.10)

4.1.2 Surface domains analysis

Now let us analyze the potential mechanism that might lead to the phase trans-
formation from c-variant to a-variant. The fact that the energy di�erence be-
tween a- and c- variants exists at the surface, indicates that the surface is a place
where the possible transition would begin. When considering the superstructure
transition, it should be noted that the concentration of both A and B atoms is
constant. Thus, without losing the generality of this particular study, we can
assume that the transition of the superstructure is based on the unit cells rota-
tion, which makes the image of the process easier to imagine. There are several
possible de�nitions of unit cells in ordered L10 superstructure, however, for the
simplicity of geometric construction, let us de�ne the unit cell composed of four
atoms, as in �gure 4.1.5.

2Because the interactions are represented by pair energies, the numbers of atoms are divided
by 2 (like (NA

2
)).

3In the considered Ising-type model based on the rigid FCC lattice, the bulk con�gurational
energy is invariant with respect to 4-fold rotation around each of the symmetry axis.
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Figure 4.1.5: L10 unit cell and 010 cross-section view of a sample's surface part.

Now, when the unit cell is de�ned, let us consider two situations that can
occur on one (side) surface of the layered sample: a perfectly ordered c-variant
layer with a surface , and a sample consisting of two domains: a-variant at the
surface and c-variant in the bulk separated by a �at antiphase boundary (APB)
(�g.4.1.6).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.1.6: (a) Pure c-variant L10 surface, and (b) a-variant surface domain
on c-variant bulk.

Now, let us study the energy di�erences between those two samples. In the
analyzed situation both NN and NNN atoms are acting, however, for the sake
of a clear notation let us start with the �rst coordination shell, and afterwards
continue the calculation with the second. In the sample presented in �g.4.1.6a)
the con�gurational energy can be stated as:

∆ENNcsurf = ENNbulk − ENNcsurf = ENNbulk − 4 ·NA(a)surfV
I
AB (4.1.11)

whereas in the sample presented in �g.4.1.6b) the situation is more complex:

∆ENNasurf = ENNbulk − ENNasurf + ∆ENNinterface (4.1.12)

∆ENNasurf = ENNbulk −
NA(b)surf

2
(
2V IAB + 2V IAA

)
−

NB(b)surf

2
·
(
2V IAB + 2V IBB

)
+ (4.1.13)

∆ENNinterface
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whereNA(a)surf denotes the number of A-atoms at the surface in the sample as in
�gure 4.1.6(a); NA(b)surf and NB(b)surf are respectively numbers of A-atoms and
B-atoms at the surface as in �g.4.1.6(b). Because both pictures refer to the same
sample, the surface area is constant and: NA(a)surf = NA(b)surf + NB(b)surf =
Nsurf .

∆ENNasurf = ENNbulk −
Nsurf

2
(
4V IAB + 2V IAA + 2V IBB

)
+ ∆ENNinterface (4.1.14)

Calculation of ∆Einterface which is the energy of an interface between A-atom
monoatomic layer and a-variant domain requires more attention. Let us consider
four sites at the interface, marked and numbered in �g.4.1.6(b). Their NN
energies given by the following formulas:

E
(b)
1 = 10V IAB + 2V IBB (4.1.15)

E
(b)
2 = 6V IAB + 6V IAA (4.1.16)

E
(b)
3 = 6V IAB + 6V IAA (4.1.17)

E
(b)
4 = 6V IAB + 6V IAA (4.1.18)

whereas in the c-variant bulk the same sites would have NN energies:

E
(a)
1 = 8V IAB + 4V IBB (4.1.19)

E
(a)
2 = 8V IAB + 4V IBB (4.1.20)

E
(a)
3 = 8V IAB + 4V IAA (4.1.21)

E
(a)
4 = 8V IAB + 4V IAA (4.1.22)

The NN energy of the interface can be calculated as follows:

∆ENNinterface =
Nsurf

2

4∑
i=1

(
E

(b)
i − E

(a)
i

)
(4.1.23)

∆ENNinterface =
Nsurf

2
(
28V IAB + 2V IBB + 18V IAA

)
−

Nsurf
2

(
32V IAB + 8V IBB + 8V IAA

)
∆ENNinterface =

Nsurf
2

(
−4V IAB − 6V IBB + 10V IAA

)
(4.1.24)

The change of con�gurational energy that appears due to the surface a-variant
domain creation (surface transition energy), can be analyzed by subtraction
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of interface energy and the energy of the surface transition (c- to a- variant) from
the energy of the initial pure c-variant surface:

∆Esurfacea←c = ∆Easurf −∆Ecsurf =
(Ebulk − Easurf + ∆Einterface)− (4.1.25)

(Ebulk − Ecsurf )

When applying equations 4.1.11, 4.1.14 and 4.1.24 to the above formula, NN
surface transition energy can be stated as:

∆ENNsurfacea←c = ENNbulk −
Nsurf

2
(
4V IAB + 2V IAA + 2V IBB

)
+

Nsurf
2

(
−4V IAB − 6V IBB + 10V IAA

)
− (4.1.26)

ENNbulk + 4 ·NsurfV IAB
and consequently reduced to:

∆ENNsurfacea←c = −4Nsurf
(
V IBB − V IAA

)
(4.1.27)

The above analysis takes into account only NN interactions, however, the
extension of this study to the NNN shell brings only minor change, since only one
atom (�g. 4.1.6 atom No. 2) per unit cell in the interface layer has exchanged
one next nearest neighbor. The relation that includes NNN interactions would
be the following:

∆Esurfacea←c = −4Nsurf
(
V IBB − V IAA

)
− Nsurf

2
(
V IIAA − V IIBB

)
(4.1.28)

Because the above formula depends only on the di�erences between pair-
interactions among the same types of atoms (A-A or B-B) it indicates that on
the surface covered with A-atoms (as in this heuristic approach) the surface
transition energy ∆Esurfacea←c will have exactly opposite value regarding the
surface covered with B-atoms. Thus, in all models of L10 superstructure based
on pair-interactions4, there will be a tendency for the superstructure reorien-
tation at the surface covered by either A or B atoms depending on the sign of
∆Esurfacea←c . It also points out to the fact that when the reorientation starts
at the surface covered with A(Fe) atoms, an A-atoms rich antiphase domain
boundary (APB) will be created during the reorientation.

It is crucial to note that the energy of the surface a- → c-variant trans-
formation is independent on the depth5 of a- or b-variant domain
penetrating the layered sample. It is because the energy of the a-variant surface
domain (eq.4.1.28) depends only on the free surface and APB energies.

The values of potentials developed for Fe-Pt systems (table 3.2) imply:

∆Esurfacea←c = (−4Nsurf (0, 0785)− Nsurf/2(0, 00785)) [eV] (4.1.29)
= Nsurf (−0, 318) [eV]

4Except the situations when ∆Esurfacea←c = 0.
5The position where the (001)-oriented APB is located inside the layered sample.
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This result clearly indicates possible c- to a-variant superstructure reorien-
tation at the surface covered by Fe-atoms, and suggest no reorientation when
the surface is covered with Pt-atoms.

4.1.3 Structural defect energetics

A defect formation energy can be calculated as a di�erence between the con�g-
urational energies of the system with and without a defect :

∆Edef = Edef − E0 (4.1.30)

where ∆Edef is the defect formation energy, Edef is the con�gurational energy of
the system with the defect and E0 is the con�gurational energy of the perfectly
ordered system. Eq. 4.1.30 actually applies to system with very low defects
concentration (cdef � 1). The results of heuristic calculations for vacancies and
antisites in various arrangements are presented in table 4.1.

Atom Occ. Surface ∆ENNdef ∆ENNNdef ∆Edef
type sublat. variant (NN) (NNN) [eV]
B (Pt) A (Fe) bulk 8V IBB − 4V IAA − 4V IAB 6V IIAB − 6V IIBB 0,999
A (Fe) B (Pt) bulk 8V IAA − 4V IBB − 4V IAB 6V IIAB − 6V IIAA 0,064
V A (Fe) bulk −4V IAA − 8V IAB −6V IIAA 0,497
V B (Pt) bulk −4V IBB − 8V IAB −6V IIBB 0,245

B (Pt) A (Fe) a 6V IBB − 2V IAA − 4V IAB 5V IIAB − 5V IIBB 0,835
A (Fe) B (Pt) a 6V IAA − 2V IBB − 4V IAB 5V IIAB − 5V IIAA 0,205
V A (Fe) a −2V IAA − 6V IAB −5V IIAA 0,385
V B (Pt) a −2V IBB − 6V IAB −5V IIBB 0,274

B (Pt) A (Fe) c 4V IBB − 4V IAA 5V IIAB − 5V IIAA 0,336
A (Fe) B (Pt) c 4V IAA − 4V IBB 5V IIAB − 5V IIBB -0,220
V A (Fe) c −4V IAA − 4V IAB −5V IIAA 0,228
V B (Pt) c −4V IBB − 4V IAB −5V IIBB -0,031

Table 4.1: Defect formation energies in two-body interaction L10 superstructure
model, recalculated for Fe-Pt interactions.

4.2 �Order-order� kinetics in L10 bulk

4.2.1 Bulk samples

Details of the methodology used in thin thesis stem from previous works con-
cerning MC simulation of ordering kinetics in bulk Ni3Al with L12 [71] and in
other model superstructures [28].

Cubic bulk samples were built of 40x40x40 unit cells, with periodic boundary
conditions imposed. The simulated samples consisted of 256000 FCC crystalline
lattice sites. One vacancy was introduced into the system by emptying a ran-
domly chosen site. The simulations were performed using Glauber dynamics
implemented with vacancy mechanism (sec.2.1). Ising model allowed to per-
form Quasi Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations.
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4.2.2 Monitored parameters

The following set of parameters was monitored during the MC simulations in
the Ising-type model:

� Long Range Order Bragg-Williams η parameter, in general de�ned as
in eq. 1.2.4, however, in the case of �nite, stoichiometric FePt L10 sample,
it can be formulated as6:

η = 1− 2
NFe
Pt

NFe
= 2

NPt
Pt

NPt
− 1 (4.2.1)

where NFe is number of Fe-type sublattice sites, NFe
Pt is number of Pt-

atoms occupying Fe-sublattice, or simply number of Pt antisites.

� Short Range Order occupation correlation parameters CAB de�ned as
the average correlations of NN B-atoms around A-atoms:

CAB =
NA∑
i

NAiNN B

NA
(4.2.2)

where NAis a number of A-atoms in the sample, and NAiNN B is a number
of B atoms in the NN coordination shell of a selected Ai atom.

� Short Range Order antisites correlation parameters A de�ned as the
average correlations of NN antisites:

A =
NA∑
i

NXiNN X

NX
(4.2.3)

where NX is a number of antisites in the sample, and NXiNN X is a
number of NN antisites around a selected ith-antisite.

� Atomic jump statistics de�ned as: Nj (t,∆t)C→DA - number of jumps
performed by A-atoms from sublattice C to sublattice D executed during
∆t starting from moment t. When such data is monitored, it is straight-
forward to calculate the e�ective probability of certain jump types:

P (t,∆t)C→DA =
Nj (t,∆t)C→DA

Nj (t,∆t)allall
(4.2.4)

where Nj (t,∆t)allall is a number of all jumps executed during ∆t starting
from moment t.
Consequently, the number of e�ective disordering jumps calculated as ef-
fectively created Fe antisites during ∆t starting from moment t can be
monitored as well:

Pdis (t,∆t) = P (t,∆t)Fe→PtFe − P (t,∆t)Pt→FeFe (4.2.5)

where P (t,∆t)Fe→PtFe and P (t,∆t)Pt→FeFe are de�ned by eq. 4.2.4.

� Total con�gurational energy of the system eq.3.1.1.
6Similar to L12 formulation as in [71]
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4.2.3 Simulations series

Three sets of simulations were carried out at a range of temperatures Teq < Tt,
yielding isothermal "order-order" relaxations: 3.1.1

� Isothermal disordering relaxations of the system originally perfectly long-
range ordered (con�guration corresponding to equilibrium at 0 K)

� Isothermal disordering and ordering relaxations: (a) initially equilibrated
at T0 = Teq + 50K (ordering) and (b) initially equilibrated at T0 = Teq −
100K (disordering). T0 was always lower than Tt.

A simulation with the temperature step -50K together with the one performed
at the same Teq but with the temperature step +100K produced two nearly sym-
metric "order-order" relaxations, and allowed comparative analysis of ordering
and disordering processes.

4.2.4 LRO and SRO evolution

The experimental results of FePt and FePd atomic ordering kinetics [72], as well
as previous MC simulations of the ordering kinetics in the L10 and superstruc-
ture with model interactions [28], suggested possibility of a complex structure
of the "order-order" relaxations in L10 FePt intermetallic. Thus, Laplace trans-
form (sub.A.1) of the η(t) curves was applied to check how many time scales
contribute to the relaxation. Afterwards, the relaxation times τ were more pre-
cisely estimated by �tting the simulated η(t) isotherm, according to results of
the Laplace transformation, either with a single exponent function:

η (t) = ηeq + (η0 − ηeq) exp
(
− t
τ

)
(4.2.6)

where: ηeq is the equilibrium value of the LRO parameter, η0 = η (t = 0), τ is a
relaxation time; or with a weighted sum of two or more exponential functions:

η (t) = ηeq + (η0 − ηeq)
∑
i

ci · exp
(
− t

τi

)
(4.2.7)

where: ci is a weight factor of the i-th exponential component (Σici = 1), and
τi is a relaxation time of the i-th (exponential) relaxation component.

It is noteworthy that �tting of the above formulas to the result of simulation
produces a reasonable outcome only when the simulated �order-order� relaxation
is fully saturated. It is especially important when analyzing relaxations close to
the order-disorder transition temperature Tt.

Moreover, the �order-order� relaxations analysis appeared to be quite de-
manding in terms of good data statistics. The �rst analysis performed on results
averaged over 32 independent simulation runs was misleading indicating com-
plex time structure of the η(t) relaxations. Only after substantial increase of the
number of simulation runs up to 128, the averaged relaxations showed clearly
one time scale (�g.4.2.1). This result is corroborated by Phase Field Method
(PFM) �ndings [21, 73] showing that only one time scale in the ordering kinet-
ics in FePt corresponds to homogeneous ordering. Other possible processes in
FePt L10 "order-order" relaxations, being related to phenomena connected with
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.2.1: Time evolution of LRO η parameter in simulated �order-order�
relaxation in FePt L10 samples at 1200 K, averaged over 128 samples. (a)
disordering from 0 K to 1200 K, (b) disordering from 1100K to 1200K and
ordering from 1250K to 1200K.

Figure 4.2.2: Time evolution of antisites correlation parameter A in simulated
"order-order" relaxation in FePt L10 samples at 1200 K, averaged over 128
samples, disordering from 0 K to 1200 K.

antiphase boundaries, were not observed in the simulations carried out in the
homogeneous bulk.

The inspiration for the SRO analysis in L10 bulk FePt system were processes
observed in the Ni3Al intermetallic with the L12 superstructure [71]. In Ni3Al
two processes played an important role in the ordering kinetics: (i) (fast) a
creation and an annihilation of NN antisites and (ii) (slow) a di�usion of Al
antisites that broke apart (or joined) NN antisite pairs associated with slow
LRO evolution.

The simulated evolution of SRO antisite correlations (eq.4.2.3) in L10 bulk
FePt (�g.4.2.2) indicated that from the very beginning of the simulations, the
value of the antisites correlation A was around 0.6 which suggests that antisites
are created both as separated defects and as NN pairs. The two attainable ways
of antisites creation are allowed as a vacancy can migrate along both Fe and
Pt sublattices without antisites generation. In contrast to L12 superstructure
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Tbeg = 0[K] Tbeg = Tend − 100[K] Tbeg = Tend + 50[K]
Tend[K] ηeq τ [MC steps] τ [MC steps] τ [MC steps]
800 0.9990 4.26 · 107 3.16 · 107 1.17 · 107

850 0.9984 1.84 · 107 1.35 · 107 6.17 · 106

900 0.9975 7.23 · 106 7.41 · 106 5.89 · 106

950 0.9962 8.70 · 106 4.68 · 106 3.24 · 106

1000 0.9945 5.63 · 106 3.55 · 106 1.91 · 106

1050 0.9923 4.10 · 106 2.51 · 106 1.95 · 106

1100 0.9893 3.17 · 106 2.14 · 106 1.38 · 106

1150 0.9854 2.86 · 106 1.78 · 106 1.82 · 106

1200 0.9804 2.49 · 106 1.51 · 106 1.41 · 106

1250 0.9739 2.15 · 106 1.58 · 106 1.49 · 106

1300 0.9653 2.08 · 106 1.26 · 106 1.66 · 106

1350 0.9540 2.01 · 106 1.48 · 106 1.48 · 106

1400 0.9387 2.11 · 106 1.70 · 106 1.55 · 106

1450 0.9387 2.26 · 106 2.14 · 106 2.09 · 106

1500 0.8837 2.64 · 106 3.02 · 106 3.63 · 106

1550 0.8214 3.89 · 106 5.01 · 106 �
1600 0 � � �

Table 4.2: Parameters of simulated relaxations in bulk L10 FePt samples.

[71], in the examined L10 system, correlated antisite generation does not seem
to in�uence the ordering kinetics.

4.2.5 Arrhenius plots

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

6.0

6.5

7.0

7.5

lo
g 10

(
)

Tt / T

 Disordering from 0K
 Ordering     T=-50K
 Disordering T=100K

Figure 4.2.3: Arrhenius plot of atomic order relaxation times obtained from MC
simulations in the Ising-type model of L10 FePt bulk.
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The relaxations showed a wide temperature-domain of the slowing-down
e�ect near Tt, so that the Arrhenius behavior of the relaxation times was ob-
served only at Tt/T > 1.2 (�g. 4.2.3). The exact time scales of relaxations are
slightly di�erent among ordering and disordering relaxations due to the di�er-
ence in temperature step, followed by slightly di�erent relaxation amplitude.
Nevertheless, comparison of all Arrhenius plots makes it clear that ordering and
disordering processes present similar mechanism of atomic ordering evolution,
all plots show slowing down within wide temperature domain near Tt.

4.2.6 Jumps statistics

Detailed analysis of jump statistics during the "order-order" relaxations in FePt
shows that among all possible jumps, the ones performed by Fe-atoms along
Fe monoatomic planes were the most frequent (�g. 4.2.4a) ). Quite similar
behavior could observed in antisite di�usion (�g. 4.2.4b) ), where Pt-antisites
more often moved along Fe-sublattice than Fe-antisites did on Pt-sublattice.
Those facts indicate that during the relaxation, the vacancy acts for most of the
time on Fe monoatomic planes, which makes Fe-atom and Pt-antisite migration
along Fe planes more probable than Pt-atom and Fe-antisite migration along
Pt sublattice. It is consistent with defect energies calculations (tab. 4.1) where
vacancy creation on Fe-sublattice requires less energy than on Pt-sublattice.

The creation and annihilation of antisites is in general much more frequent
than antisite di�usion which can be seen in �g. 4.2.4 a). It is remarkable that
during the relaxation Fe-antisites are more often created and annihilated than
Pt-antisites. The con�gurational energy plays an important part in this case.
Pt-antisites require more energy to be created (tab. 4.1), and thus are e�ectively
created less frequently.

The equilibrium state is sustained by dynamic balance between creation
and annihilation of antisites where e�ective number of created and eliminated
antisites Pdis (eq. 4.2.5) (�g.4.2.4b) ) �uctuates around 0. However, before
equilibrium is achieved, there is a clear imbalance between antisites creation
and annihilation (Pdis (t)), which is perfectly consistent with the shape of the
LRO relaxation 7.

7Note that η (t) ∼ NPt
Fe (t) ∼

Pti=t
0

“
P (ti,∆t)

Fe→Pt
Fe − P (ti,∆t)

Pt→Fe
Fe

”
=
´
t Pdisdt,

having in mind that η (t) ∼ exp (t) ∼ d
dt

exp (t) it is correct to say that η (t) ∼ Pdis
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Figure 4.2.4: Jumps probabilities during simulated relaxation from 0 K to
1100K.(a) P (t) - time dependence of all possible jumps. (b) E�ective disor-
dering jumps with antisite di�usion.
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4.3 �Order-order� kinetics in L10 thin layers

The results presented in this chapter were partially published in refs. [74, 70].

4.3.1 Samples construction

Four sample shapes (�g. 4.3.1) and two variants of L10 superstructure orienta-
tion were taken into account. Thin layers limited by free surfaces were modeled
from the original bulk sample by removing periodic boundary conditions in the
[001] direction, whereas the periodic boundary conditions were retained in [100]
and [010] directions. While the number of atomic layers in [001]-direction was
reduced, the [100]- and [010]-sizes of the sample were increased, so that the total
number of atoms and the vacancy concentration was conserved (�g. 4.3.1).

The samples were initially perfectly ordered in a- or c- L10 superstructure
variant. The simulation algorithm was exactly the same as the one used in the
case of bulk samples.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.3.1: Thin layer sample shapes: (a) 40x40x40 [unit cells]; (b) 80x40x20
[unit cells]; (c) 80x80x10 [unit cells]; (d) 160x80x5.

4.3.2 Monitored parameters

The monitored parameters were de�ned in such a way that possible evolution
of particular L10 variant domains may be analyzed. The LRO parameter ηα
corresponding to particular superstructure orientation α (a-, b-, or c-variant)
was de�ned as follows:

ηα = 1− 2
NFe
Ptα

NPtα
(4.3.1)

where NFe
Ptα

is the number of antisites occupying Pt-sublattice sites in α-variant
superstructure.

The analysis of possible e�ects related exclusively to the surface was enabled
by means of a speci�c surface(-processes) related LRO parameter ηsurf , how-
ever, before the de�nition of the parameter, let us clarify the assumptions that
are behind it:

1. In the layered sample there are two processes responsible for antisites
generation: the surface-originated one and the bulk-like. The number of
antisites generated by both processes can be denoted as:

NFetot

Pt = NFesurf

Pt +NFebulk

Pt (4.3.2)

where: NFesurf

Pt is a number of Fe antisites generated by surface-induced
processes, NFebulk

Pt is a number of Fe antisites generated exclusively in the
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bulk-like process and NFetot

Pt is a total number of Fe antisites generated
by both the surface-originated and the bulk-like processes. All the above
numbers of antisites refer to the whole sample. Using equation 4.3.3 the
number of antisites generated by the surface-originated processes can be
denoted as:

NFesurf

Pt = NFetot

Pt −NFebulk

Pt (4.3.3)

2. Based on the numbers of antisites by particular processes, related LRO
parameters can be de�ned as:

ηtot = 1− 2
NFetot

Pt

NPt
(4.3.4)

ηsurf = 1− 2
NFesurf

Pt

NPt
(4.3.5)

ηbulk = 1− 2
NFebulk

Pt

NPt
(4.3.6)

where NPt is the number of Pt-sublattice sites in the sample.

3. The bulk-like process is homogeneous in the whole volume of the sample,
thus ηbulk parameter can be estimated by the total order parameter calcu-
lated in the bulk region of the layered sample (4.3.2) with an assumption
that surface-induced processes do not a�ect this region:

ηbulk =

(
1− 2

NFebulk

Pt

NPt

)
w

1− 2
N
Fetotbulk
Pttotbulk

NPtbulk

 = ηtotbulk (4.3.7)

where: N
Fetotbulk
Pttotbulk

is the total number of Fe antisites in the bulk region,
NPtbulk is a number of Pt sites in the bulk region.

Consequently, the surface(-processes) related LRO parameter ηsurf can be de-
�ned as:

ηsurf = 1− 2
NFesurf

Pt

NPt
= (4.3.8)

1− 2
NFetot

Pt −NFebulk

Pt

NPt
=(

1− 2
NFetot

Pt

NPt

)
−

((
1− 2

NFebulk

Pt

NPt

)
− 1

)
=

ηtot −
(
ηbulk − 1

)
'

ηtot −
(
ηtotbulk − 1

)
In this way, by monitoring LRO evolution in the whole layered sample ηtot(t)
and in the bulk of the layer ηtotbulk(t) separately, it was possible to extract the
evolution of LRO caused purely by the surface-originated processes ηsurf (t).

In this work, the bulk region (�g. 4.3.2) of the layered sample was experi-
mentally chosen as 40x40x20 unit cells (for cubic samples built of 40x40x40 unit
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Figure 4.3.2: Schematics of the thin layer sample with its de�ned bulk and
surface volumes.

cells), 10 unit cells away from each surface. The distance of 10 unit cells from
both surfaces appeared su�cient to isolate the bulk volume from surface-induced
e�ects.

4.3.3 �Order-order� kinetics in L10 a-variant thin layers

For each one of the mentioned sample shapes (�g. 4.3.1 ) a series of isother-
mal relaxations was simulated at temperatures Teq below the order-disorder
transition. In each case, the initial layer con�guration corresponded to per-
fectly ordered L10 a-variant superstructure. The main features of the obtained
�order-order� relaxations were the same as those in the bulk samples; the an-
tisites were generated (almost) uniformly all over the layer volume. However,
a substantial in�uence of the surface to volume ratio (represented by a frac-
tion of atoms located at the surface: s = Nsurf/Ntot) on particular relaxation
parameters was observed, as illustrated in �gure 4.3.3. The increase of the sur-
face among samples caused slowing down of a relaxation and decrease of the
equilibrium long range order ηa eq at particular Teq.

0 2 4 6 8 10

0.975

0.980

0.985

0.990

0.995

1.000

a

t [107 x MC steps]

 s = 0 (bulk)
 s = 0.025
 s = 0.05
 s = 0.1
 s = 0.2

Figure 4.3.3: LRO relaxations obtained at 1200K for various shapes of a-variant
thin layers.
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The observed result is caused by the fact that the Fe vacancy formation
energy is lower at the surface (see tab. 4.1), thus it is more probable for the
vacancy to reside and act at the surface8. This means, in turn, a lower e�ective
vacancy concentration inside the sample, followed by slower antisites creation.

Considering antisite formation energy averaged over both sublattices, it ap-
pears that at the surface it is lower than in the bulk (tab. 4.1). Due to that,
more antisites are created (at the same temperature) in samples with bigger
surface area. This fact explains observed decrease of ηeq in thinner samples (�g.
4.3.3), and complies with experimental observations of reduced L10 superstruc-
ture stability caused by decreased size in FePt nano-crystals [13, 18].

4.3.4 �Order-order� kinetics in L10 c-variant thin layers

A detailed analysis of the ordering processes occurring in c-variant layers was
performed by simulating the cubic samples built of 40x40x40 unit cells with
PBC removed in [001] direction. The MC simulations revealed four processes,
characterized by particular relaxation times:

1. Homogeneous disordering (relaxation time: τ) (subsec.4.3.4.1)

2. Nucleation of a- and b-variant L10 domains within the surface layer of L10

unit cells (relaxation time: τ1)(subsec.4.3.4.2)

3. Growth of the nucleated a- and b-variant L10 domains inward the layers
(relaxation time: τ2)(subsec.4.3.4.2).

4. Relaxation of the microstructure of a- and b-variant L10 domains (relax-
ation time: τ3)(subsec.4.3.4.3)

5. Percolation of the a- or b-variant superstructure domain nucleated at the
surface through the layer (subsec.4.3.4.4). E�ect observed in su�ciently
thin layers.

Temp. LRO SRO EConf

[K] ηbulkc ηsurfc CFeFe CPtPt
τ ηbulkc eq τ1 τ2 ηsurfc eq τFe−Fe τPt−Pt τ3

1000 5.42 · 106 0.994 2.80 · 107 1.13 · 109 0.899 too slow proc. 2.80 · 109

1200 2.53 · 106 0.980 9.92 · 106 1.12 · 109 0.881 1.7 · 109 5.8 · 108 9.93 · 108

1400 2.09 · 106 0.871 8.04 · 106 1.24 · 109 0.834 4.2 · 108 2.0 · 108 3.42 · 108

Table 4.3: Parameters of the ηbulkc , ηsurfc , and EConf relaxations simulated in
the FePt layer (values of relaxations times given in [MC steps]).

4.3.4.1 Homogeneous disordering

The process was extracted from the entire atomic order evolution by monitoring
the MC time dependence of c-variant LRO parameter based on the sample inte-
rior (see subsec. 4.3.2). It showed exactly the same time scale as that observed

8It applies to the entire process of vacancy-mediated disordering due to the fact that in
general vacancy prefers to occupy Fe-sublattice.
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in the bulk samples � i.e. with 3-dimensional periodic boundary conditions
imposed upon the simulated supercell (�g. 4.3.4).

0.0 8.0x106 1.6x107

0.92

0.96

1.00
c

t [MC steps]

  800 K: -bulk, -layer
1000 K: -bulk, -layer, z equ=0.994, = 5.42e6
1200 K: -bulk, -layer, z equ=0.980, = 2.53e6
1400 K: -bulk, -layer, z equ=0.939, = 2.09e6

Figure 4.3.4: MC time dependence of simulated η (eq. 4.2.1) for the bulk
samples and ηbulkc (eq. 4.3.7) for the layered FePt samples at particular tem-
peratures.

The ηbulkc (t) curves �tted the single exponential decay function (eq. 4.2.6).
The resulting values of the relaxation times and the equilibrium values of the
LRO parameters at particular temperatures are displayed in table 4.3.

4.3.4.2 Nucleation and growth of L10 a- and b-variant domains

The simulated ηsurfc (t) (eq.4.3.8) curves are shown in �gure 4.3.5. The well-
visible complex time-scale structure of the curves has been elucidated by Laplace
transforms (subsec. A.1), clearly revealing the parallel operation of two relax-
ation processes (�g. 4.3.5b)). The curves �tted, therefore, weighted sums of two
exponential decays (eq. 4.2.7). The results, displayed in table 4.3, indicate that
although being of the same order of magnitude, the rates of the homogeneous
disordering (τ) and of the fast component of relaxation (τ1) de�nitely di�er from
one another.
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Figure 4.3.5: (a) MC time dependence of ηsurfc simulated at various tempera-
tures; (b) Laplace transform of ηsurfc (t) simulated at 1400 K.

In order to interpret the above result, the evolution of the sample atomic
con�guration was directly imaged (4.3.6) in a (010) cross section and in the Fe-
monoatomic (00-1) free surface. After the number of MC steps corresponding
to τ1 time scale, the mosaic of a- and b-L10 variant domains covered the entire
(00-1) surface (�g. 4.3.6b,c) indicating the completion of the domain nucleation
and suggesting that the fast component of ηsurfc (t) should be assigned to the
L10 a- and b-variant domain nucleation.

Among the two remaining processes observed in the system: (i) L10 a- and
b-variant domain growth inward the layer and (ii) relaxation of the L10 a- and b-
variant microstructure, only the former process may a�ect the value of ηsurfc (t).
Therefore, the slow component of ηsurfc (t) should be assigned to the kinetics of
that process.

The analysis of MC time evolution of ηsurfα (t) parameters (subsec.4.3.2) for
particular variants of L10 superstructure, following from a single simulation
run (4.3.7)(i.e. without averaging over independent simulation runs) shows the
�uctuating �saturation� levels of the parameters which re�ect the irregular �uc-
tuating movement of the re-orientation front i.e. the L10 c-variant-a(b)-variant
APB, directly visible in [010]-cross-section view in �g.4.3.6(e) and �g.4.3.6(f).
This speci�c �uctuation-like character of the process is the reason why the analy-
sis of curves averaged over independent simulation runs (and, therefore, showing
no �uctuations of the �saturation� level) yield the temperature-independent rate
of the slow relaxation component (τ2) (tab. 4.4).
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(a) 0 MC steps (b) 5 · 106 MC steps (c) 5 · 107 MC steps

(d) 5 · 108 MC steps (e) 6 · 109 MC steps (f) 8 · 109 MC steps

Figure 4.3.6: MC-time evolution of initially Fe-monoatomic free surface of the
FePt layer at 1200 K, the �rst and the third row contain the view of the initially
Fe-covered surface ([00-1] view direction), the second and the forth row contain
the [010] cross-section view; dark gray dots represent Fe atoms, light gray dots
represent Pt atoms.
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Figure 4.3.7: Particular LRO parameters evolutions following from a single
simulation at 1200 K (without averaging over independent simulation runs)

4.3.4.3 Relaxation of the microstructure of L10 a- and b-variant do-
mains

The process was analyzed by monitoring the MC-time dependence of the system
con�gurational energy Econf (eq. 3.1.1), CFeFe and CPtPt SRO parameters (eq.
4.2.3). In order to compare results obtained in layered samples with the bulk
results, the parameters were calculated for the entire sample, without extracting
the bulk or surface e�ects. The results are presented in �g. 4.3.8.

Both Econf (t) and C(t) isotherms9 show an initial, fast increase followed by a
slow, decreasing relaxations. A comparison of the Econf (t) and C(t) curves sim-
ulated in the bulk and in the layered samples (�g. 4.3.8a, c) shows similar shape
in terms of the initial sharp increase. It indicates that the initial increase is due
to homogeneous disordering (generation of antisites). In layered samples, how-
ever, the Econf (�g. 4.3.8a) and CFeFe (�g. 4.3.8b) increase up to higher level
than in the bulk, which seems to re�ect nucleation of the L10 a- and b-variant
domains. Thus, we assume that the initial increase in Econf and C parameters
in the layered samples is caused by both: (i) homogeneous disordering and (ii)
L10 a- and b-variant surface domains nucleation. Since the mentioned processes
have been well-recognized so far (subsec.4.3.4.1 and 4.3.4.2), let us now focus on
the subsequent slow decreasing relaxation observed10 in the MC-time evolution
of Econf and C parameters.

The slow decrease of the con�gurational energy Econf cannot be caused by
domain growth process, since it virtually does not a�ect the energy at all. Ac-
cording to the heuristic calculations provided above (subsec. 4.1.2) the growth
of the a- variant domain, from the surface inward the sample, increases the
distance between the surface and the a-/c-variant interface, however, does not
a�ect the con�gurational energy (eq. 4.1.28).

9Please note that Econf (t) is a linear combination of numbers of atomic pairs and pair
potentials: Econf (t) ∼ CFeFeV

I
FeFe + CPtPtV

I
PtPt. It means that parameters Econf (t)

and C are dependent and their behavior re�ects qualitatively the same processes. However,
correlation parameters C provide us with more detailed information about particular atomistic
processes, especially in layered samples where (due to surfaces asymmetry) CPtPt 6= CFeFe.

10Observed only in L10 c-variant layers, and not in bulk or a-variant layers.
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Consequently, the only possible process that can alter values of the men-
tioned parameters is relaxation of a microstructure of the L10 a- and b-variant
domains. After rapid nucleation of a- and b- variant domains, the system tends
to minimize con�gurational energy stored in APBs within the re-oriented vol-
ume of the FePt layer. Existence of APBs increases the number of NN Fe-Fe
and Pt-Pt pairs in the system, and in this way, increases values of C correlation
parameters and con�gurational energy. Thus, a decay of Econf and C param-
eters (�g. 4.3.8b,d) clearly re�ects the relaxation of the microstructure, and
allows the estimation of relaxation time (τ3 tab. 4.3) of the process.
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Figure 4.3.8: Simulated Econf (t) and C(t) isothermal relaxations in FePt c-
variant layers. (a) System energy evolution at the beginning of relaxation at
1200 K and at 1400K. (b) Complete energy relaxation at 1400 K in layered
samples. (c) Evolution of the SRO C parameters at the beginning of relaxation
at 1400K in a bulk and in a layer. (d) Complete C relaxations with inserts
showing zoomed decreasing parts ( CFeFe-gray , CPtPt-black). The curves in
�gs. (a) and (b) are compared with the corresponding ones simulated for bulk
FePt.
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The APB relaxation is associated with the evolution AP domain microstruc-
ture, which was directly observed in the atomic con�guration evolution (�g.
4.3.6 b,c,d and e). After fast nucleation (�g. 4.3.6 b), the number of AP do-
mains at the surface decreases (�g. 4.3.6 c,d), resulting in one surface a- or
b-variant domain at the end of the process (�g. 4.3.6 e).

4.3.4.4 Percolation of the L10 a- and b-variant domains

As it was shown in subsec. 4.1 it is energetically favorable for the layered
FePt system limited by (001) surfaces to create homogeneous a- or b-variant
L10 superstructure. The energy gain comes from the surface which in a- or
b-variant has lower energy than in c-variant.

Now, let us consider a situation where, after L10 a-variant nucleation at
one surface of the sample, the growing domain, reaches the counterpart surface.
Then, additional energy gain appears due to the removal of the a(b)-variant
- c-variant APB and conversion of the second c-variant surface into the a(b)-
variant. However, only when the sample is su�ciently thin, the reorientation
front, or in fact, �uctuations of this area, may reach the counterpart surface of
the layer (see average reorientation depth in tab. 4.4).

The process may be well-illustrated by the time evolution of SRO parameters
in the sample composed of 160x80x5 (�g. 4.3.1(d) ) unit cells (the same volume
as in 40x40x40 u.c. samples). It can be observed in �gure 4.3.9, that the
process of reorientation starts with an abrupt increase in CFeFe correlation
parameters which corresponds to the creation of the Fe-rich APB. Afterwards, at
low temperatures, a plateau is observed in CFeFe evolution, which corresponds
to a nearly constant size of the APB, nevertheless, the a(b)-variant surface
domain still grows. When the growing domain reaches the second surface and
the APB disappears, the CFeFe plateau decays.

In simulations carried out at higher temperatures (1200K, 1400K), after
an initial decrease in the evolution of the CPtPt parameter, a maximum and
subsequent decay is observed. The maximum is associated with a dynamic
reorientation of the second surface initially covered with Pt atoms. The second
(initially Pt covered) surface transformation from c-variant to a-variant L10

superstructure cause Pt atoms to migrate from the surface into the second
(counting from the surface) monoatomic layer where Pt atoms gain more Pt
neighbors for the moment of transformation. Afterwards, all C correlations
stabilize due to the microstructure relaxation (subsec. 4.3.4.3).

4.3.4.5 Equilibrium c- to a(b)-variant reorientation depth

The equilibrium value of ηsurfc may be rescaled into an average depth of the
L10 c-variant→a(b)-variant re-orientation. First of all, it should be recalled
that ηsurfc does not account for homogeneous disordering, thus the value of the
parameter is solely dependent on the surface-related e�ects. Moreover, ηsurfc in
the c-variant thin layers is based on the original superstructure, and its value
at the beginning of the simulation is ηsurfc (0)=1. During the simulation, when
the a- and b- variant domains are nucleated at the surface, and subsequently
during the a- and b-variant domains growth, the volume of the original c-variant
superstructure domain shrinks, and this process is represented by the decrease
of ηsurfc . Knowing that the L10 c-variant→a(b)-variant re-orientation proceeds
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Figure 4.3.9: (a): CFeFe(t) and (b): CPtPt(t) isotherms in c-variant L10-ordered
FePt layer: 160x80x5 unit cells, simulated at marked temperatures.

Temperature [K] Estimated re-oriented surface domain depth [nm]
1400 2,48
1200 1,80
1000 1,52

Table 4.4: Estimated depth of the L10 c-variant→a(b)-variant re-orientation in
the FePt layer.

as a domain growth (subsec.4.3.4.4) we can assume that the average depth of
the c-variant superstructure domain can be represented by dc parameter:

dc = ηsurfc · h (4.3.9)

where h is the total height of a sample. When the dc parameter accounts for
the non-transformed part of the sample, the parameter da,b:

da,b = h− dc = (1− ηsurfc ) · h (4.3.10)

describes the average depth of the newly-nucleated a- and b- variant domains.
In this way, the value of ηsurfc can be rescaled into the average depth of the
a(b)-variant surface domain. The results of the estimated equilibrium depth of
the reoriented surface domain for particular temperatures are presented in table
4.4.

4.3.4.6 Pt surface stabilizing e�ect

The analytic calculations (subsec. 4.1.2) as well as the MC results (subsec.
4.3.4.2) carried for Ising-type model c-variant L10 FePt thin layers shows that
the process of the L10 c-variant→a(b)-variant reorientation starts at the sur-
face covered by Fe monoatomic layer. However, the question arises: does the
Pt monoatomic surface layer completely prevents reorientation? To check this
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issue a non-stoichiometric, 108x108x5.5 unit cells11 big samples were generated
with either Fe-atoms or Pt-atoms on both sides of the thin layer. The results
of simulations carried out in the non-stoichiometric samples are presented in
�gure 4.3.10. The result clearly indicates that Pt monoatomic layer completely
prevents the sample from the reorientation process. It is especially interesting
�nding that on the Pt surface, despite the fact that quite a few antisites can be
noticed, there is no sign of reorientation process (�g. 4.3.10 (b) ).
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Figure 4.3.10: Results of MC simulations in non stoichiometric FePt layered
samples: (a) a comparison of ηc(t) simulated for samples with �nishing Fe- or
Pt-monolayers on both the surfaces; (b) a fragment of [001] projection of the
simulated sample with Pt-monolayers �nishing after 109 MC steps, dark gray
points denote Pt atoms, light gray points denote Fe atoms.

11Volume of 108x108x5.5=64,152 u.c. is nearly the same volume as in stoichiometric samples
where 40x40x40=64000, thus the results are fully comparable.
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Chapter 5

Atomic ordering kinetics in

ABOP-based FePt model

The analysis of ordering kinetics in ABOP-based model was done, as far as it was
possible, in a similar way as for Ising-type model (cha.4) to allow comparison
of the obtained results. Nevertheless, basic di�erences between the models,
especially relative complexity of the ABOP energy formulas, made it impossible
to conduct exactly the same study.

It was impossible to provide identical heuristic analytic analysis as in the
study based on the two-body FePt interactions (sec.4.1) thus, a basic energy
analysis was performed by means of molecular statics (sec.5.1).

In order to enable proper use of distance-dependent ABOP interactions, the
MC procedures had to be improved. Instead of simple MC, Monte Carlo / Static
Relaxation (MC/SR) simulations were performed. Three approaches had been
developed for MC/SR simulations. The �rst one, was the vacancy mediated
quasi-kinetic (QKMC) algorithm utilizing only an energy change between sub-
sequent atomic con�gurations (subsec. 2.1.2). The second approach involved
fully kinetic MC algorithm (KMC) with calculation of energy barriers for mi-
grating atoms. The third based on non-kinetic direct exchange algorithm, was
designed to probe the equilibrium state of the simulated samples. The results of
the three approaches, being substantially di�erent, are presented in the separate
sections (sec.: 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4).

5.0.5 Energetics of the ABOP-based model of FePt

At this point, it is important to mention a basic di�erence which lies in the
energetics of the two considered models: Ising-type with pair-interactions and
the ABOP-based one. In the Ising-type model the pair-interactions were de-
veloped based on the formation (mixing) energy of the FexPt4−x intermetallics
with regard to various compositions and superstructures, and adjusted to obtain
proper order-disorder transition temperature. It implies that the energetics of
this particular Ising-type model does not contain information about the cohesive
energy of pure elements and the intermetallic compound. The opposite situa-
tion applies to the ABOP-based model, whose interatomic potentials have been
developed with regard to mechanical and energetical properties including cohe-
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sive energy of pure metals and the formation energies of intermetallics. Thus,
the con�gurational energy in the ABOP-based model can be related to cohesive
energy:

Ecoh = Econf/N (5.0.1)

where N is the number of atoms in the considered sample. Such a presentation
of con�gurational energy allows an analysis independent on the sample size and
straightforward comparison with other results including the experimental ones.

5.1 Preliminary study of FePt ABOP system

The preliminary study of ABOP-based FePt L10 ordered system was performed
on samples built of 10x10x10 unit cells, 4000 atoms. In order to analyze sam-
ples arranged in c-variant L10 superstructure with symmetric Fe or Pt surfaces,
simulated supercells were built of 10x10x10,5 unit cells and 4200 atoms. After
the atoms were placed in the sample, in a certain variant of perfectly ordered
L10 superstructure, the lattice constants1 were optimized to obtain minimum
of potential energy. In this way, the system evolved into the tetragonally dis-
torted structure (tab. 3.4). This study was extended upon the cases where
direction of the tetragonal distortion is perpendicular to the c-direction of the
superstructure. Such con�gurations may appear in the system when a small
domain with particular superstructure orientation is surrounded by the volume
with superstructure variant of the perpendicular orientation2.

After the lattice optimization, the relaxation of each atomic position was
performed via Molecular Statics (MS, details in subsec. 2.2.2). The system
energy was considered only after full relaxation.

The study of APB energetics was done with samples consisting of 8000 atoms
(20x10x10 unit cells), two cubes of 4000, each with a de�ned L10 superstructure
variant.

5.1.1 Tetragonal distortion in FePt ABOP-based bulk

The calculation was performed in the sample with c-variant superstructure and
optimized lattice constants (�g.5.1.1(a) ), and for the sample with c-variant
superstructure but with lattice constants set as for optimized a-variant super-
structure (�g.5.1.1(b) ). Depending on direction of tetragonal distortion with
respect to the direction of a superstructure orientation the con�gurational en-
ergy (presented as cohesive energy, subsec. 5.0.5) di�ers:

� Ecoh = −5, 345 eV for c-type tetragonalization: a = b > c (�g.5.1.1(a) )

� Ecoh = −5, 337 eV for a-type tetragonalization: b = c > a (�g.5.1.1(b) )

The relative di�erence between the energy among the samples was only
around 0.15%, however, it clearly illustrates the fact that the relation between
superstructure orientation and tetragonal distortion may a�ect the ordering.

1The optimization of lattice constants is performed through relaxation of the total size of
the simulated sample with proportionally transformed coordinates of atoms , see subsec. A.3.

2For example small domain of a-variant L10 at the surface of a sample with c-variant L10
superstructure.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.1.1: Two tetragonal distortion types in c-variant FePt superstructure
corresponding to lattice parameters: (a) c-type tetragonalization: a = b > c (b)
a-type tetragonalization: b = c > a

5.1.2 Surface energies

The analysis of surface stability was performed similarly to the one carried
out for the Ising-type model (subsec.4.1.1). (001) surfaces were generated in
the sample by opening boundary conditions in [001] direction and maintaining
periodic boundary conditions in the remaining directions. The analyzed FePt
samples had either c-variant or a-variant L10 superstructure. For each of the
analyzed variants of L10 superstructure, three tetragonal distortion types were
set: a-, b- or c-type tetragonalization (similarly as in previous subsec. 5.1.1).
The non-stoichiometric samples (with c-variant ordering) limited by both sur-
faces covered with either Fe or Pt atoms were additionally taken into account
to determine how the surface energy depends on the type of atoms covering
the surface. Additional calculations were performed for completely disordered
samples based on disordered and optimized bulk con�guration. In all analyzed
cases atomic positions were fully relaxed. The results are presented in table 5.1
where:

∆Esurfα = (Esurfα − Ebulk)/Nsurf (5.1.1)

is the surface formation energy calculated as a di�erence between Esurfα - the
con�gurational energy of the layered sample α-variant L10 superstructure and
Ebulk - the con�gurational energy in the bulk sample with exactly the same
size and composition. The energy di�erence is normalized by number of surface
atoms (Nsurf ). Note that the energy di�erence between the bulk and the layered
sample is linearly dependent on the surface size i.e. number of atoms building
the surface. ∆Esurfα was calculated for diverse compositions of surfaces and
types of tetragonalization.

The energy gain due to transformation of a layered L10 c-variant superstruc-
ture sample into a-variant can be expressed by parameter ∆Ea−c denoted as
follows (similar to eq.4.1.1) :

∆Ea−c = Nsurf

[
∆E(CaseNo 1)

surfa
−∆E(CaseNo 7)

surfc

]
= Nsurf (−0, 202) [eV]

(5.1.2)
The results indicate that the a(b)-variant surface is de�nitely more ener-

getically favorable than c-variant. It complies with the result obtained for the
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Case L10 Atoms at Tetragonali- ∆Esurfα [eV]
No. variant (α) the surface zation type (eq.5.1.1)
1 a Fe and Pt a 0,790
2 a Fe and Pt b 0,795
3 a or b Fe and Pt c 0,834
4 c top Fe, bot. Pt a or b 0,922
5 c Fe a or b 0,563
6 c Pt a or b 1,190
7 c top Fe, bot. Pt c 0,992
8 c Fe c 0,629
9 c Pt c 1,259

Table 5.1: 001 surface creation energies calculated for FePt L10 with use of
ABOP model.

two-body potentials model. In�uence of the direction of tetragonalization is not
negligible, however, qualitatively it does not change the energy relations.

5.1.3 Antiphase domain boundary energies

The energy of APBs were calculated by setting up interface bulk samples with
two di�erent variants of superstructure (�g.5.1.2) and a variety of tetragonal-
izations. The antiphase boundary energy ∆Ei−jAPB was calculated according to
the formula3:

∆Ei−jAPB = (Ei−jtot − Ei−itot /2− E
j−j
tot /2)/(2Nint) (5.1.3)

where Ei−jtot is the total con�gurational energy of a i-variant and j-variant inter-
face sample (i and j refer to a-,b- or c-variant superstructure or a disordered
FCC structure denoted by 'd' which is disordered sample, i− i or j − j means
bulk sample without APB), and Nint is the number of atoms located at the
surface of the interface (on one side only). Results of the calculations are pre-
sented in table 5.2.The disordered sample was prepared by a few millions of MC
steps at a very high temperature. Due to huge amount of time necessary for
the calculations involving disordered samples, only one sample of each type was
analyzed, without averaging over several independently disordered samples.

The main conclusion stemming from the results is that APBs parallel to
monoatomic planes in one of the interfacing domains (�g.5.1.2(c),(e) ) are far
more energy requiring than those where the monoatomic planes in both inter-
facing domains are perpendicular to the APB (�g.5.1.2(d) ).

As arises from the calculations, the sum of the energies stored in the a-variant
surface and the a-/c-variant interface is higher than the c-variant surface energy
and, therefore, too big to create a-variant surface domain on c-variant bulk.
This fact may prevent the superstructure reorientation observed in the Ising-
type model.

3The subtraction of Ei−i
tot /2 and Ej−j

tot /2 energies from Ei−j
tot gives energy stored solely

in the interface region, whereas division by 2Nint gives natural normalization per one atom
in the interface. Such an approach allows straightforward comparison of data with surface
creation calculations (tab.5.1).
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(a) Fe-monolayer (b) Pt-monolayer

(c) a-c variants APB (d) b-c variants APB (e) b-a variants APB

Figure 5.1.2: An example of particular APBs in L10 FePt.

Interface Tetrago- ∆Ei−jAP [eV] (eq.5.1.3)
variant (i - j) nalization per one int. atom

a - b a 0,0895
a - c a 0,0895
a - d a 0, 1*
b - c a 0,0114
b - d a 0, 05*
c - d a 0, 05*
a - b c 0,0950
a - c c 0,1033
a - d c 0, 1*
b - c c 0,0261
b - d c 0, 05*
c - d c 0, 05*

Table 5.2: Antiphase domain boundary creation energies calculated for FePt
L10 with use of ABOP model. * indicates a qualitative result with a signi�cant
statistic uncertainty due to a small size of the sample and low statistics (one
sample).

5.1.4 Defect formation energies

A set of point defects was analyzed in a variety of con�gurations in a similar way
as for the two-body interactions model (4.1). However, the values of defect for-
mation energies were obtained by MS simulations, not by analytic calculations.
The calculation of a point defect formation energy was performed according to
the formula 4.1.304. In the calculations carried out in the layered samples, con-
�gurations with the tetragonal distortion set as in either c- or a-variant of the
relaxed L10 superstructure were analyzed (similarly as in previous subsections
5.1.1, 5.1.2 and 5.1.3).

There are quite a few remarkable di�erences in defect formation energies
when comparing ABOP results (table 5.3) with two-body interactions model
results (table 4.1), which seems to imply di�erent atomic ordering processes in

4In the vacancy formation energy calculations, the cohesive energy of the subtracted atom
was also taken into account because of the reasons stated in subsec.5.0.5.
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Atom Occupied Surface Tetrago- ∆Edef
type sublattice variant nalization [eV]
Pt Fe bulk c -0,751
Fe Pt bulk c 1,988
V Fe bulk c 1,024
V Pt bulk c 2,286
Pt Fe a a -0,767
Fe Pt a a 1,704
V Fe a a 1,132
V Pt a a 0,324
Pt Fe a c -0,825
Fe Pt a c 1,698
V Fe a c 1.01
V Pt a c 0,311
Pt Fe c a -1,619
Fe Pt c a 1,284
V Fe c a 1,17
V Pt c a -0.199
Pt Fe c c -1,690
Fe Pt c c 1,228
V Fe c c 1,208
V Pt c c -0,375

Table 5.3: Defect creation energies in FePt L10 with ABOP interaction model.

the two models.
In all the (ABOP) cases Pt antisite formation energies are always negative,

which means that creation of such defects is energetically favorable. However,
when adding up formation energies of both types of antisites, the result is pos-
itive, which means that the system shows the general tendency for ordering.

The analysis of the antisite formation energies in the c-variant surface in-
dicates that the surface, theoretically, would tend to disorder (generation of a
pair of antisites exhibits negative formation energy: ∆EFePt + ∆EPtFe < 0). Nev-
ertheless, comparison of antisite formation energies in c-variant Pt-sublattice at
the surface and Fe-sublattice in the bulk leads to prediction that the system at
the Fe surface has a reduced order-disorder transition temperature (but keeps
the superstructure). The con�guration of the Pt monoatomic layer, however,
more stable in terms of antisite formation energies than Fe surface, seems also
less stable than the bulk.

The formation energies of Fe surface vacancies are higher that those for Pt
surface vacancies, the same as in the Ising-type model. What is interesting is
the fact that for L10 c-variant layers, the Fe surface vacancy formation energy
is slightly higher than for Fe sublattice in the bulk, however, still lower than the
Pt vacancy formation energy in the bulk. While comparing bulk Pt and surface
Pt vacancy formation energies, it becomes clear that the surface (especially
c-variant) is energetically attractive for vacancies. Both above observations
regarding vacancy formation energy indicate that there might be a preference
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to segregate vacancies at the surfaces of layered samples.

5.2 QKMC/SR simulations

The �rst approach to �order-order� relaxations in ordered L10 FePt modeled
with ABOP was an application of the quasi-kinetic (subsec. 2.1.2.4) Glauber
algorithm (subsec. 2.1.2.2) combined with lattice optimization (sec. A.3) and
atomic positions relaxations (subsec.2.2.2).

5.2.1 Samples

Simulations based on complex many-body potentials require a few orders of
magnitude more computer time than simple two-body based models, to obtain
results in a reasonable time. Thus, samples were limited to several thousands
of atoms. Typically, samples consisted of 4000 atoms, 10x10x10 unit cells.
Thin layers were generated by removing periodic boundary conditions in [001]
direction. The detailed analysis of the ordering kinetics in thin-layers involved
samples ordered in both c-variant and a(b)-variant L10 superstructure. Each
simulation started with a perfectly ordered superstructure and one vacancy
introduced at a random site.

5.2.2 MC/SR algorithm convergence and optimization

As it was brie�y mentioned in section regarding methods (sec.2.3), the MC/SR
iteration consists of a number of MC steps followed by static relaxation which
involves lattice optimization and/or Molecular Statics relaxation. In this ap-
proach, thermal vibrations and lattice expansion were not taken into account,
however, the temperature is considered e�ectively in the jump probability for-
mula (eq.2.1.10). In real intermetallics, a relaxation of atomic positions occurs
in parallel to any change in the atomic con�guration, although the time scales
of atomic migrations are around 100 times slower than atomic relaxations. Due
to a very high computational cost of SR calculations, it was decided to apply it
in an e�ective way, after a certain number of MC steps. The interval between
SR was then estimated by a set of convergence tests.

5.2.2.1 Lattice optimization

Regarding simulations in the bulk, MS relaxations do not bring any signi�cant
change in system parameters, because, even in highly disordered superstructure,
the forces acting on single atoms remain compensated5 and atoms are very close
to their equilibrium positions. Thus, initially the convergence of the algorithm
consisting a number of MC steps (from 102 to 106) followed by the lattice opti-
mization has been studied. Several samples with initially perfect superstructure
and one vacancy, as described above, were simulated at 1200 K, each with a dif-
ferent time interval between lattice optimization routines. The resulting LRO
relaxations were compared (�g.5.2.1). All obtained η(t) curves (�g.5.2.1a) =

5There is no surface which makes surroundings of some atoms asymmetric. Every atom
has a complete symmetric set of neighbors (except neighboring vacancy) thus the forces acting
on the particular atom are compensated.
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Figure 5.2.1: Convergence of relaxations in ABOP-based FePt bulk samples at
1200K with regard to lattice relaxations. a) η(t) evolution, b) c/a (t) evolution.

however, with a signi�cant amount of a statistical noise = show similar shapes
and saturation levels. The tests show that intervals up to 200000 MC steps
between the lattice optimizations do not bring about any error that could af-
fect atomic disordering kinetics. However, to ful�ll the assumption that lattice
dynamics continuously follow the atomic con�guration evolution, the interval
between lattice relaxation should be at least an order of magnitude smaller
than "order-order" relaxation time scale which, in this case, is around 106 MC
steps. Thus the maximum interval between lattice relaxation was roughly es-
timated as 105 in the shortest relaxations. In the case of slow processes, the
interval between lattice optimizations might be appropriately longer than 105

MC steps.
In the case of lattice optimization algorithm (subsec.A.3), the stop criterion

was set arbitrary as the minimum value of lattice constant adjustment δl <
10−6nm, which proved to be accurate enough and su�ciently fast to obtain (up
to 100 iterations of the optimization algorithm).

5.2.2.2 Molecular Statics

In a real system with surface, the atomic surroundings are not symmetric due
to broken periodicity, and cause noticeable atom displacements followed by con-
�gurational energy relaxations. Thus Molecular Statics (MS) have a signi�cant
meaning in surface simulations, allowing surface relaxations in a simulated sys-
tem. In the case of MS relaxations, �rst we have analyzed a minimization stop
criterion, based on total energy parameter (including kinetic energy). Mini-
mization procedure was observed on initially perfectly ordered samples with
one vacancy introduced, and periodic boundary conditions removed in [001] di-
rection. The sample was initially relaxed by 10000 MS steps allowing full surface
relaxation.

The observation of MS relaxation convergence was carried out after several
consecutive series of 10000 MC steps, which were causing minute but noticeable
changes in atomic con�guration (�g.5.2.2). The obtained Econf (t) curves show
that the full relaxation required at least 1000 MS steps, however, around 95%
of the relaxation saturation can be reached within 500 MS steps (�g.5.2.2(a)).
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Taking into account that MS relaxations have a cumulative6 e�ect, it seems rea-
sonable to set the maximum number of MS steps as 500, reducing computational
time signi�cantly.

Due to a great amount of time necessary to obtain full relaxation (MC/SR
algorithm) in the layered L10-ordered FePt system, it was impossible to precisely
check the in�uence of the time interval length between MS relaxations on the
ordering kinetics (as it was mentioned above in the bulk MS relaxations are
not important). The observed Econf decays in the performed MS relaxations
appear scattered (which is normal for MC simulations) with amplitudes around
several eV (�g. 5.2.2 (b)). It seems that the number of MC steps between
the relaxations has no particular in�uence on the Econf relaxation amplitudes7.
Thus, the interval of 10000 MC steps between MS relaxations, the same number
as for the lattice optimizations, seems a reasonable choice.

5.2.3 Monitored parameters

In general, the same parameters as for the two-body potential model 4.2.2 were
monitored during the simulations, with the most important Bragg-Williams
LRO parameter η. The following parameters, modi�ed and newly introduced,
were monitored:

� LRO η parameter calculated for the entire sample (see eq. 4.2.1).

� LRO ηbulk parameter calculated for the internal (bulk, �g. 5.2.3) part of
the sample without the surfaces.

� LRO ηsurf parameter calculated for the surface area (�g. 5.2.3).

� Con�gurational energy - understood as cohesive energy8 (eq. 5.0.1).

� Tetragonality - c/a ratio which is a quotient of c - lattice constant
between monoatomic planes divided by a - in-plane lattice constant (which
is actually an average of two lattice constants within monoatomic planes).
Such a parameter gives a direct measure of tetragonal distortion in the
simulated sample.

� Normalized vacancy distance from the surface:

V normalZ = 1− |ZV − (LZ/2)|/(LZ/2) (5.2.1)

where ZV is z coordinate of the considered vacancy, LZ is the sample size
in z direction. V normalZ = 0 when the vacancy is located at the surface,
0 < V normalZ < 1 when the vacancy is in the bulk of layer.

6Cumulative e�ect of consecutive MS relaxations stems from the fact that atoms whose
local atomic con�gurations were not changed during MC steps are already very close to their
equilibrium positions, and each next MS relaxation brings them only slightly closer to their
minimum of potential energy.

7It seems that the major part of observed Econf decrease in MS relaxations is due to
displacement of atoms that surrounding vacancy.

8For a detailed explanation why to use in ABOP-based model Ecoh instead of simple Econf

see subsec. 5.0.5.
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Figure 5.2.2: Evolution of con�gurational energy ( ∆Econf (t) = Econf (t) −
Econf (0) ) during MS relaxation in ABOP-based FePt layered samples: (a)
detailed shape of the MS relaxation after �rst 105 MC steps continued up to
2000 MS iterations; (b) a complete set of series of consecutive MS relaxations,
each one corresponding to particular interval of MC steps in between: � - 1000
MC steps, # - 2500 MC steps, 4 - 5000 MC steps, O - 10000 MC steps, ♦ -
20000 MC steps.
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Figure 5.2.3: Scheme of the thin layer sample with its de�ned bulk and
surface volumes.

5.2.4 Order-disorder transition

Order-disorder transition was simulated for ABOP-based model samples. The
calculations were performed by means of Glauber algorithm with vacancy mech-
anism. Subsequent lattice constants relaxation allowed for decrease (and �nally
complete decay) of tetragonal distortion which followed the decrease of a degree
of LRO. The results were averaged over 8 independent simulation runs. The
temperature dependence of the parameters of η, c/a and Ecoh are presented in
�gure 5.2.4. The order-disorder transition was observed at Tt=1265 K. It showed
a clearly discontinuous character, typical for FCC-based compounds [22]. The
drop-o� of LRO parameter from the level of around 0.84 to 0 was accompanied
by serious slowing down in ordering processes, making it di�cult to saturate
the relaxations simulated at temperatures close to Tt. A direct observation of
LRO evolution clearly showed which relaxations were saturated and which were
not (�g.5.2.5). Discontinuous character of order-disorder transition showed up
also in the evolution of the tetragonality parameter c/a and the con�gurational
energy Ecoh (�g. 5.2.4)

The above results seem to be quite important in terms of parametrization
of simulated ordering kinetics. From the thermodynamical point of view, in-
ternal energy (in this particular model referred by Ecoh cohesive energy) is the
most important parameter that gives the evidence of a phase transition. The
de�nitely discontinuous temperature dependence of Ecoh clearly indicates the
discontinuous phase transition. On the contrary, the decay of η and even c/a
may also result from the creation of anti-phase domains which individually show
yet a still high degree of LRO. Only tight correlation between the discontinuity
of η(T ), (c/a)(T ) and Ecoh(T ) at the same temperature, proves adequacy of η
parameter to parametrize degree of atomic long range order in the simulated
�order-order� relaxations.

In the case of order-disorder transition the results presented here are sub-
stantially di�erent from those obtained by ABOP authors. Muller et al. claim
to obtain Tt 1595 K which is very close to the experimental value [1]. However,
when comparing �gure 5.2.4 with appropriate �gure 2 in reference [17] it seems
that their relaxations were not saturated (see �g. 5.2.5).

5.2.5 �Order-order� kinetics in L10 bulk

A series of L10 "order-order" relaxations in FePt bulk samples were simulated
at temperatures between 1000 K and 1300 K. The results were averaged over
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Figure 5.2.4: Temperature dependencies in simulated ABOP-based FePt L10 a)
LRO and tetragonality b) con�gurational (cohesive) energy.

32 independent simulations yielding curves still showing quite a high level of
statistical noise. The results are, however, su�ciently accurate to allow the
estimation of the relaxation time τb of η(t) and ηeq equilibrium LRO level (�g.
5.2.5(a) ). Analysis of η(t) curves revealed that all the LRO relaxations showed
clearly one time scale (�g. 5.2.5(a) ). The processes of disordering of ABOP-
based FePt L10 bulk samples were exactly the same as in bulk FePt L10 modeled
with two-body interatomic potentials. Arrhenius plot (�g. 5.2.6) of the �tted
relaxation times τ shows a signi�cant slowing down near transition temperature
Tt 5.2.6. The relaxation parameters are presented in table 5.4.
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Figure 5.2.5: a) Example of fully saturated η(t) relaxation in simulated FePt
L10 bulk sample at 1200K. b) Example of not saturated η(t) relaxation in sim-
ulated FePt L10 bulk sample at 1265K (near Tt). Both results averaged over 32
independent simulations.
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Figure 5.2.6: Arrhenius plot of the relaxation times �tted to η(t) in L10-ordered
FePt.

Temp. [K] 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200 1250 1300
ηeq 0.9874 0.9823 0.9750 0.9647 0.9472 0.9156 0.0

τb [MC steps] 59400 54100 50200 43200 49600 64000 -
(c/a)eq 0.9640 0.9643 0.9647 0.9652 0.9662 0.9678 1

Table 5.4: �Order-order� relaxation parameters in simulated ABOP-based FePt
bulk system.
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5.2.6 �Order-order� kinetics in L10 layers

Samples with (001) surfaces initially perfectly L10-ordered in a- or c-variant
were simulated by means of MC/SR algorithm. It is important to remember
that one vacancy was introduced to the system by removing one randomly cho-
sen atom. The lattice parameters were initially set as equal to those in bulk
samples, however, the following MS relaxations allowed to change lattice param-
eters in [001] direction due to surface (MS) relaxations. After several tests with
full MC/SR algorithm, it appeared useful to �x lattice constants in [100] (a)
and [010] (b) directions because the limited sample size in 001 direction (only
4 nm thick layer) was causing additional evolution of tetragonal distortion 9.
Although it is an interesting physical e�ect10, the author's interest was focused
on ordering processes in a �thick� system where a and b lattice constants are
de�ned by a bigger bulk volume, and not by an arti�cial condition11 of a very
limited thickness of layer.
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Figure 5.2.7: ABOP-based FePt model results: (a) LRO evolution (1200K):
solid line - LRO in the entire layer (bulk + surfaces), dashed line - LRO in bulk
of the layer (without 2 monoatomic layers from each surface) and (b) vacancy
distance d from a free surface at 1000K and

9c/a=0.973 in fully relaxed and optimized c-variant layer.
10The e�ects on crystal structure caused by limited thickness of layer (ultra-thin metal

�lms) are themselves a subject of research [75, 76].
11Caused by simulation computational demands.
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The kinetics of disordering in ABOP L10 ordered FePt layered samples can
be described as composed of the following processes:

1. The rapid homogeneous bulk-like disordering - a relatively fast re-
laxation of LRO observed at the beginning of the "order-order" relaxation
in the layered systems (�g.5.2.7(a) ). The process seems to be a result of
two basic mechanisms operating in parallel and showing particular relax-
ation times:

(a) Homogeneous disordering process - exactly the same process as
observed in the bulk samples ( �g.5.2.5), relaxation time τb.

(b) Vacancy migration towards the surface (�g.5.2.7(b) ) relaxation
time τv - alters the rates of the homogeneous disordering and surface-
induced processes (subsec.5.2.6.1).

The two mechanisms result in the initial fast η relaxation showing shorter
time scale (τf ) and smaller amplitude (η1) than the pure bulk disordering
process (subsec.5.2.6.2).

2. Surface-induced disordering - due to lower defect formation energies
at the surface (tab. 5.3), the LRO relaxation in the surface area exhibits
its distinct features with a di�erent time scale and relaxation amplitude
(subsec.5.2.6.3).

3. Slow homogeneous disordering - an extremely slow relaxation con-
trolled by a remanent (very low) e�ective vacancy concentration in the
bulk of the layered samples (subsec.5.2.6.4).

Due to the fact that surface-induced disordering (2) as well as slow homoge-
neous disordering (3) were extremely slow processes 12, it was impossible to
quantitatively evaluate them.

5.2.6.1 Vacancy migration towards the surface

The evolution of the LRO in the ABOP-based L10 FePt layered system ap-
peared quite complex. The di�erence observed between the LRO evolution in
the surface area and in the bulk of the samples is remarkable (�gs.:5.2.8, 5.2.9,
5.2.11). The obvious reason for this di�erence is non-uniform e�ective vacancy
concentration which alters the ordering kinetics.

In order to understand the vacancy migration process, a series of relatively
short (up to 1e7 MC steps) "order-order" relaxations were performed, with
monitored evolution of V normalZ parameter. Despite the fact that the results
were averaged over 32 samples the statistic noise was still signi�cant (estimated
around δτv ' 15%). Nevertheless, mean lifetime of a vacancy in the bulk τv
(before it reaches the surface) have been estimated by �tting single exponential
to the simulation results (tab.5.5).

12 3 ·108MC steps, which were around one month of simulations, was not enough to saturate
the simulated η(t) isotherms.
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Figure 5.2.8: LRO evolution monitored in monoatomic layers (parallel to the
surfaces) of the (QKMC) simulated ABOP-based L10 c-variant FePt layered
samples: (a) T=1000 K, (b) T=1100 K, (c) T=1200 K.
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Figure 5.2.9: LRO evolution monitored in one-atom-thick layers (parallel to the
surfaces) of the (QKMC) simulated ABOP-based L10 a-variant FePt layered
samples: (a) T=1000 K, (b) T=1100 K, (c) T=1200 K.
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Temp. τv [MC steps]
[K] c-variant a-variant
1000 5.29 · 104 5.85 · 103

1100 3.86 · 104 5.20 · 103

1200 3.06 · 104 3.90 · 103

1300∗ 2.06 · 104 3.80 · 103

Table 5.5: Values of τv - mean lifetime of a vacancy in the bulk of particular
thin layered samples. Results obtained with use of ABOP and MC/SR algo-
rithm, averaged over 32 simulations.∗- the sample was undergoing order-disorder
transition.

A di�erence between the values of τv in the layers L10 ordered in c- and a-
variant is remarkable. The fact that τv is by an order of magnitude shorter in
L10 a-variant than in L10 c-variant samples, clearly indicates that it is much
easier for the vacancy to migrate along monoatomic planes than across them
(the same as in the Ising-type model).

The e�ective normalized vacancy concentration in the bulk of the layered
sample cbulkv (t) can be described by a single exponential decay based on the
V normalZ parameter:

cbulkv (t) = cbulkv eq +
(
cbulkv 0 − cbulkv eq

)
∗ exp

(
−t
τv

)
(5.2.2)

where: cbulkv 0 is the initial value of the e�ective concentration, cbulkv eq is the equi-
librium value of the e�ective vacancy concentration, and τv is the relaxation
time of the vacancy migration process obtained from V normalZ (t) evolution (eq.
5.2.1). It is assumed that cbulkv eq > 0 because the ηbulk(t) continuously (very
slowly) evolves even after the vacancy migrated to the surface13.

5.2.6.2 Rapid homogeneous bulk-like disordering

Rapid homogeneous bulk-like disordering is a process that occurs at the very
beginning of relaxation, when vacancy acts within the bulk of layered sample.
The vacancy surface segregation e�ectively limits the rate of this process, thus
the relaxation time τf , as well as the semi-stable level of the degree of LRO
ηbulk1 is di�erent than in the bulk system.

The parameters of the initial "order-order" relaxations were estimated through
a series of relatively short (up to 1e7 MC steps) simulation runs (�g. 5.2.10).
The results were averaged over 32 independent simulation runs.

5.2.6.3 Surface-induced disordering

When the vacancy reaches the surface, the process of surface-induced disordering
is initiated. It seems that the two features of the simulated system favor such a
behavior: (i) a relatively low vacancy formation energy at the surface and (ii)
antisite formation energy which is signi�cantly lower at the surface than in the
bulk (tab.5.3). Due to the �rst feature, vacancy stays at the surface, and, as an

13It means that the e�ective vacancy concentration cannot be equal 0 because the antisites
are generated solely via vacancy migration.
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Temp. a-variant c-variant
[K] ηbulk1 τf [MC steps] ηbulk1 τf [MC steps]
1000 0.996 5.61 · 103 0.989 1.02 · 105

1100 0.993 5.18 · 103 0.977 5.56 · 105

1200 0.994 2.48 · 103 0.970 4.87 · 105

Table 5.6: The parameters of the initial "order-order" relaxations (bulk-like
disordering), ηbulk1 - the semi-stable state at the end of the initial relaxation, τf
- time constant of the initial relaxation.
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Figure 5.2.10: The initial part (rapid bulk-like disordering) of the η(t) isotherm
simulated in the ABOP-based FePt L10 c-variant layered system in 1200K.
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agent of disordering enables any change in the atomic con�guration. The fact
that stems from the second feature is the higher antisite concentration near the
surface. A direct observation of the atomic con�guration clearly illustrates and
proves the above statement (�g.5.2.11).

Regarding possible nucleation of L10 a- and b-variant domains, only very
weak traces of this process can be noticed - surface antisites tend to emerge in
small aligned clusters (�g.5.2.11a). Moreover, the surface-induced disordering,
contrary to the reorientation in the Ising-type system, seems to be limited only
to a single monoatomic layer at the surfaces in the case of L10 a-variant layers,
and to two atomic layers of the surface in the case of L10 c-variant samples
(�g.5.2.8 and 5.2.9)

(a) (b)

Figure 5.2.11: ABOP-based FePt model results, a) (001)-surface and b) (010)-
cross-section view of the simulated sample after 108 MC steps at 1200K.

5.2.6.4 Slow homogeneous disordering

Contrary to Ising-type model results (subsec. 4.3.4), a signi�cant in�uence of
the surface on homogeneous disordering appeared in the ABOP-based model.
Because of the vacancy segregation to the surface, the e�ective vacancy concen-
tration in the bulk of layered sample is signi�cantly reduced, and as a result, the
bulk-like disordering is severely slowed down. It was never possible to observe
its saturation. Nevertheless, even without quantitative analysis, it is clear (see
�g.5.2.9 and 5.2.8) that slow homogeneous disordering in the bulk of the layered
samples is at least 104 times slower than in the bulk samples.

Since the surface disordering observed in a series of temperatures is limited to
the near surface area it can be assumed that the samples are not undergoing the
order-disorder transition at these temperatures. Thus, despite the fact that the
equilibrium saturation of the relaxations was not observed, it can be assumed
that the relaxations will eventually saturate in the su�ciently long simulation
time (several mounts of simulations would be necessary).

5.3 KMC/SR simulations

The KMC/SR algorithm is an upgrade of a quasi-kinetic MC/SR one, where
migration barriers during atomic jumps are taken into account. Calculation of a
single barrier requires several minutes of CPU real time. Thus, straightforward
calculations of migration barriers during MC simulation are unrealistic. To
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Migration parameters: Window parameters: Results:
Atom Orig. sub. Target sub. No Fe No Pt r [nm] ∆E[eV] E+[eV] E+

norm[eV]
Fe Fe Fe 0 4 0.2278 0.000 3.530 3.530
Fe Fe Fe 1 3 0.2278 0.000 2.983 2.983
Fe Fe Fe 2 2 0.2278 0.000 2.192 2.192
Fe Fe Fe 3 1 0.2278 0.000 1.857 1.857
Fe Fe Fe 4 0 0.2278 0.000 1.373 1.373
Fe Fe Pt 2 2 0.2278 0.810 2.697 2.292
Pt Fe Fe 0 4 0.2278 0.000 3.350 3.350
Fe Pt Pt 4 0 0.2278 0.000 1.194 1.194
Pt Pt Fe 2 2 0.2278 0.320 3.091 2.931
Pt Pt Pt 4 0 0.2278 0.000 2.455 2.455
Pt Pt Pt 3 1 0.2278 0.000 2.810 2.809
Pt Pt Pt 2 2 0.2278 0.000 3.028 3.028
Pt Pt Pt 1 3 0.2278 0.000 3.416 3.416
Pt Pt Pt 0 4 0.2278 0.000 3.720 3.720

Table 5.7: Example results of migration energy barrier evaluation in FePt ABOP
bulk sample with optimized lattice constants.

avoid this particular problem, a simple analytic formula was developed which
allowed fast and reasonably accurate calculation of atomic migration barriers
(subsec. 2.4).

5.3.1 Evaluation of migration barriers

In KMC/SR simulations, migration barriers were estimated using simple ana-
lytic interpolation (subsec. 2.4). However, to obtain parameters for the formula,
several energy barriers had to be calculated. Each barrier was calculated in the
cubic sample consisting of 4000 sites. In the set of simulations, the atomic con-
�guration as well as lattice constants were arranged to yield all basic possibilities
in terms of atomic composition around the migrating atom, including surfaces.

The migration was simulated by a number of molecular statics simulations
followed by a vary small shift (0.07Å) of the migrating atom towards the vacancy.
During the MS simulation the atom was partially immobilized, it could not move
in the direction of the forced migration, whereas, it could move in the plane
perpendicular to the migration direction. Additionally, to stabilize the sample
position, the base of the sample - a plane of 200 atoms was completely frozen.
After each shift of the migrating atom, full MS relaxation was performed. About
40 steps were performed to evaluate a single saddle point during the migration.
Example atomic migrations are presented in �gure 5.3.1, and selected values of
the saddle points are presented in table 5.7.

Obtained values were used to �t A and B parameters (eq.2.4.3 ) (�g. 5.3.2a)
and to calculate14 values of C and D parameters (eq. 2.4.4) (�g. 5.3.2b), accord-
ing to the scheme presented in subsection 2.4. Results of the above procedure are
presented in table 5.8, thus the interpolation of migration barriers was enabled.

14Migrations in the second from the surface layer (Nn = 34) and in the bulk (Nn = 36)
were simulated resulting in only two points to calculate the values of C and D parameters (�g.
5.3.2).
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Figure 5.3.1: Example of pro�les of con�gurational energy∆Econf (d) during
atomic migration to the NN vacancy. a) in-plane Fe-atom migration, b) in-
plane Pt atom migration c) comparison of Fe-atom in-plane migration and Fe
antisite creation, d) comparison of Pt-atom in-plane migration and Pt antisite
creation.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.3.2: Example of plots of normalized migration barriers E+
norm for Fe

atom migrating through the �window� composed of 4 Pt atoms. (a) a function
of the �window� size with the �tted E+

norm = Ar+B function; (b) a function of a
number of neighbors around the pair of sites between which the atom migrates.

Atom No Fe No Pt A B C D
Fe 4 0 -2.269 6.491 0.0957 -2.440
Fe 3 1 -2.259 7.026 0.0891 -2.207
Fe 2 2 -5.137 13.976 0.0623 -1.242
Fe 1 3 -6.241 17.210 -0.00694 1.250
Fe 0 4 -8.452 22.812 -0.0208 1.750
Pt 4 0 -6.183 16.636 0.174 -5.273
Pt 3 1 -7.926 20.948 0.166 -4.959
Pt 2 2 -8.296 29.951 0.105 -2.793
Pt 1 3 -10.530 27.459 0.140 -4.040
Pt 0 4 -10.457 27.410 0.132 -3.758
Fe 2 0 -2.932 8.406 0 1
Fe 1 1 0.741 -0.499 0 1
Fe 0 2 -1.330 3.916 0 1
Pt 2 0 -5.912 15.063 0 1
Pt 1 1 -5.046 12.927 0 1
Pt 0 2 -4.495 11.489 0 1

Table 5.8: A complete set of parameters for migration energy barriers interpo-
lation (sub.2.4) for ABOP FePt L10 thin layers simulations.
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Figure 5.3.3: Comparison of η evolution in ABOP-based FePt bulk samples
simulated at 1100 K with kinetic Glauber, Residence Time and Quasi-Kinetic
Glauber.

5.3.2 Order-order relaxations by KMC/SR

A set of "order-order" relaxation simulations was performed using KMC/SR
algorithm. There were two kinetic approaches used in this case, namely: kinetic
Glauber algorithm with uniform probability of choosing NN atom as a candi-
date to jump into the vacancy, and residence time algorithm where an event
probability is dependent on transition energy. The comparison of the showed
that RT is much more e�cient. However, the KMC/SR even with use of RT
algorithm was still over 100 times slower than MC/SR. The comparison of η(t)
evolution in FePt bulk samples simulated with kinetic Glauber, residence time,
and quasi-kinetic Glauber are presented in �gure 5.3.3.

It appeared clear that with currently available computational resources it is
not feasible to simulate full LRO relaxation in considered system using
ABOP-based KMC/SR algorithms. There are several reasons why both
kinetic algorithms appeared ine�ective.

In the case of kinetic Glauber algorithm, the values of the migration energy
barriers are so high that a probability of a jump execution is very small, causing
mostly ine�ective MC steps.

Whereas in kinetic Residence Time algorithm, relations between migration
energy barriers for various possible jumps from one site play a crucial part. The
energy barriers for atomic migration between sublattices are much lower than
for the migration along sublattices. Thus atoms tend to perform sequences of
forward and backward jumps resulting in extremely slow evolution of the atomic
con�guration. The kinetic Residence Time algorithm, however, is more e�ective
than Kinetic Glauber.

5.4 Direct exchange MC/SR simulations

Since neither KMC nor QKMC algorithms were su�ciently e�cient to generate
the equilibrium con�gurations in the examined FePt L10 ordered thin layers,
additional test involving direct exchange algorithm (subsec. 2.1.2) was per-
formed. Before analyzing the details of the results, it is important to note that
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the algorithm simulates a non-physical process of exchanging randomly chosen
atom pairs, thus, the interpretation of the obtained results should not go beyond
discussion of equilibrium con�guration.

5.4.1 FePt L10 equilibrium by direct exchange MC/SR

A set of simulations was performed using direct exchange MC/SR algorithm
in the layered a- and c- L10 variant FePt samples (10x10x10 unit cells with
(001)-surfaces). The relaxations were carried out from a perfectly L10 ordered
con�guration to an equilibrium one at the temperatures: 1000, 1100 and 1200
K, similar as in the previous ABOP-based simulations (sec.5.2). The applied
algorithm consisted of a random selection of two atoms, and an attempt to
exchange their lattice positions according to Glauber probability.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.4.1: ABOP-based FePt model results obtained by means of the direct
exchange algorithm, initially a-variant L10 ordered thin layers: a) (001) surface
and b) (010)-cross-section view of the simulated sample after 5·107 MC steps at
1200K.

The simulated isothermal LRO evolution shows a de�nite preference for a(b)-
variant L10 ordering. In samples initially arranged in the a-variant L10 super-
structure, we observe partial disordering through generation of APDs rather
than generation of separated single antisites (Fig.5.4.1 ). However, in the sam-
ples initially arranged in the c-variant L10 superstructure, the entire sample is
undergoing a transformation from c- to a- and b- variants of L10 superstructure.
The process starts at the surfaces (Fig. 5.4.2), and proceeds inwards the sample.

This result shows that when the kinetic barriers that appear in the vacancy-
mediated atomic ordering processes are bypassed, the ABOP modeled FePt
layers initially c-variant L10 ordered samples will tend to obtain a(b)-variant of
the L10 superstructure orientation, which present the lowest (among considered
variants) surface formation energy. This result is in a full agreement with the
Ising-type model simulations, yet implemented with the vacancy mechanism of
atomic migrations.
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Figure 5.4.2: ABOP-based FePt model results obtained by means of the direct
exchange algorithm, initially c-variant L10 ordered thin layers: a) (001) surface
and b) (010)-cross-section view of the simulated sample after 5 ∗ 107 MC steps
at 1200K c) LRO evolution monitored in monoatomic layers (parallel to the
surfaces) of the sample at 1000 K.
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Chapter 6

Summary and discussion

6.1 Ising-type model results - discussion

MC simulations based on Ising-type rigid lattice model were carried out to study
atomic ordering kinetics in bulk and thin layers of L10 FePt. The method itself
was derived from the successful study of Ni3Al L12 system [71] where its ade-
quacy had been proved. "Order-order" relaxations simulated in bulk samples
showed clearly a single exponential (single time scale) process of homogeneous
antisite defect generation/annihilation (ordering/disordering), which is in con-
gruence with Phase Field Method (PFM) predictions of other authors [77].

Atomistic MC simulations of �order-order� phenomena in Ising-type FePt
layered samples showed a strong e�ect of free (001) surfaces on the process. The
possible in�uence of the free surface on the ordering in the 3D Ising model was
already predicted [78, 79], however, only within the magnetic spin polarization
formalism.

In the case of MC simulations in Ising-type L10 FePt thin �lms, the most
important result is an indication of the de�nite preference for a- and b- variants
of L10-superstructure imposed by (001) Fe-surface and of the stabilization e�ect
of (001) Pt-surface on the c-variant. The transformation of L10 c-variant into
a- and b-variant domains at Fe-surface [69, 70] was observed for the �rst time.
Relatively similar MC simulations in L10 FePt dimensionally limited systems
(nano-layers and nano-particles) were carried out by a few authors, however none
of them observed surface-induced superstructure reorientation. Yang et al.[19]
have used Tight Biding Ising Model (TBIM) with arti�cial surface potentials set
a priori, which resulted in a prede�ned Pt surface segregation. Similar results
were obtained by Muller et al. [80] within an Ising model with an additional
surface energy term. Chepulskii et al. [81] have used advanced mixing pair po-
tentials based on Ab-Initio and CEM, but did not study (001) surface in�uence
on the ordering (only spherical nanoparticles were considered). It is important
to note that all the mentioned authors were studying equilibrium state only,
without implementing the vacancy mechanism for atomic interchanges.

The mechanism of superstructure c- to a(b)- L10 variant reorientation was
analyzed in detail. The observations, especially regarding microstructure re-
laxation, are perfectly in compliance with PFM results [77],where, except for
homogeneous ordering process, the APB domain relaxation was observed as a
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separate process with its own unique time scale. The fact that triple junctions
of APBs, well-known from Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) imagining
[77], were observed in the presented results (�g. 4.3.6c, [00-1] view) is notewor-
thy.

There are several physical e�ects that have been neglected in the presented
Ising-type MC simulations, which might have a signi�cant in�uence on the
atomic ordering. The following issues seem especially important: strain caused
by a substrate, tetragonal distortion and surface relaxations. The latter two
e�ects were addressed when working with ABOP potentials (cha.5).

6.2 ABOP-based model results - discussion

MC/SR simulations based on ABOP were applied to study atomic ordering
kinetics in L10 FePt bulk and thin layers. The method was an extension of
the MC simulation based on a rigid Ising-type lattice by introducing additional
static relaxations between series of MC iterations. The algorithm was carefully
tested and optimized for the ABOP-based L10-ordered FePt system (subsec.
5.2.2). In view of a substantial di�erence in e�ciency between QKMC and
KMC algorithms (see subsec.), QKMC algorithm was used in the study.

In the case of bulk samples, as it was expected, "order-order" relaxations
showed single-time-scale process of homogeneous antisite defect generation/annihilation
(disordering/ordering). This result is, again, in agreement with Phase Field
Method (PFM) calculations [77].

The presented results of atomistic MC/SR simulations of �order-order� phe-
nomena in FePt layered samples showed a strong e�ect of free (001) surfaces on
the process. Strong attraction of vacancies by surfaces was a remarkable feature
of the layered system. It was observed in both a- and c- L10 superstructure
variant layers. The results are in agreement with those of Muller et al. [17]
obtained in Ising-type model based on ABOP. The surface attraction of vacan-
cies resulted in e�ective vacancy concentration being higher at the surface of
the layer than in the bulk of the layer. Consequently, complex "order-order"
kinetics was observed in the layered samples including surface-induced disorder-
ing. It is signi�cant that nucleation of a- and b-variant L10 domains on the Fe
surface of L10 c-variant layers was not observed.

The results obtained in ABOP-based MC/SR simulations are in qualitative
agreement with the ones obtained by Muller et al. [17] in o�-lattice ABOP MC
simulations and ABOP-based Ising-type model. The main feature of the order-
ing processes in layered systems seems to be the surface-induced disordering.

The study of substrate e�ects, being a complex issue itself, goes far beyond
the scope of this dissertation, thus it has not been addressed.

6.3 Ising-type and ABOP model results - com-
parative discussion

Two di�erent simulation approaches were applied to examine ordering phenom-
ena in FePt bulk and [001] oriented layers. Both models, i.e. Ising-type and
ABOP proved that the free surface induces metastability of the c-variant L10

atomic con�guration. However, the results yielded by particular quasi-kinetic
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Figure 6.3.1: Scheme of [001] layer with: a) pure c-variant superstructure; b)
initial stage of L10 c-variant -> a(b)-variant transformation in a FePt layer, c)
a pure a-variant superstructure. Atoms residing on two NN crystallographic
planes are represented by small and big circles.

models applied (subsec.) di�er in detailed features of the surface-induced pro-
cesses.

MC simulations implemented with Ising-type model resulted in heteroge-
neous nucleation of the L10 a- and b-variant domains on the Fe surface. By
contrast, simulations involving ABOP scheme yielded only surface-induced dis-
ordering with no clear nucleation od a- or b-variant domains.

In all considered models the con�gurational energy Ec of a (001)-oriented
layer ordered homogeneously in L10 c-variant is higher that the energy Ea of
the same layer ordered homogeneously in L10 a- (or b-)variant (�g. 6.3.1). Only
the Ising-type model, however, Ec is still higher than the con�gurational energy
Ec&a of the layer containing the L10 c-variant a-variant APB (�g. 6.3.1 b))
(Ec > Ec&a > Ea). The corresponding relation between ABOP con�gurational
energies is: Ec&a > Ec > Ea, and as a result, only surface-induced disordering
occurs.

It is very important to note that the c-variant→ a-variant reorientation does

result from ABOP-based model simulations provided they are implemented with
non-kinetic direct exchange algorithm. This fact emphasizes the important
role of the kinetic processes in the analyzed systems, as the superstructure
reorientation process was not observed in the quasi-kinetic simulations of the
ABOP-based model with vacancy mechanism implemented.

6.4 Discussion of the results in view of other lit-
erature data

6.4.1 FePt layers by ab-initio calculations

The �rst general analysis of electronic structure of Fe-Pt alloys was published
in 1991 by M. Podgórny [82]. Quite important contribution to the analysis of
atomic ordering in Fe-Pt and Fe-Pd bulk alloys was done by Mohri, Chen et al.
[46, 47, 83]. Their ab-initio calculations were the basis for the development of
CEM and PFM models[77]. The CEM calculations were used to obtain FePt
pair-interactions applied in this work in Ising-type MC simulations (cha.4).

Completely di�erent approach to ab-initio calculations was presented by
Dannenberg et al. [84] and Olsza [85] who straightforwardly compared the
con�gurational energies of FePt layers ordered in various superstructures (in
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particular, in diverse L10 variants). All the results together with this disserta-
tion are consistent in the conclusion that (001)-oriented layers ordered in L10

a- or b-variant are de�nitely the most stable. However, Dannenberg et al. show
that the most energetically favorable surface is the (111)-oriented one built of
Pt atoms, which corresponds to L11 superstructure. This result is very impor-
tant, however, due to the fact that in this thesis the study was narrowed to L10

superstructures it could not have been veri�ed.

6.4.2 Conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy (CEMS)
results

Only two years after the �rst communication on our MC results [69], a re-
lated experimental work was published [86]. The Conversion Electron Möss-
bauer Spectroscopy (CEMS) experiment results published in this work can be
straightforwardly compared with the MC simulations ones.

It was found that the FePt multilayer, initially ordered in the L10 c-variant,
showed the presence of domains of L10 a(b)-variant superstructure and of a
disordered phase after annealing (at 773 K, 848 K or 898 K). The experiment
gives straightforward evidence for the c- to a(b)- L10 - variant superstructure
reorientation, as well as for the surface-induced disordering.

6.4.3 Other experimental results

Plenty of publications on experimental analysis of FePt chemical ordering were
published, however, only in few of them, authors present results concerning
surface ordering phenomena in L10 FePt monocrystals. The fact that the results
are somewhat ambiguous is intriguing.

Several publications concerning experimental analysis of L10 textures on the
surface of ordered FePt thin layers were published by Kim et al. [87, 88] and
recently by Reddy et al [89]. They analyze in detail the in�uence of the layer
thickness and strain on equilibrium ordering in polycrystalline samples. At some
points they claim to observe the preference for c-variant L10 superstructure ori-
entation at the (001)-surface, however, the results report ordering in samples
as deposited, or annealed at temperatures around 400K. In view of the exper-
imental studies [86, 90, 91] as well as of the Ising-type MC and ABOP-based
QKMC simulations presented in this work, these temperatures seem to be too
low to obtain e�ective atomic order relaxation.

The Ising-type model result regarding the decrease of FePt L10 superstruc-
ture stability by the limited size of the studied sample (subsec.4.3.3) seems to
be well con�rmed by works of Takahashi, Miyazaki et al. [13, 92, 18]. Miyazaki
et al. in their research take into account possible superstructure reorientation
presented in this work.

6.5 Conclusions

General conclusion that stems from the presented study is the fact that the
(001)-surface in the FePt L10-ordered intermetallic de�nitely destabilizes the
c-variant L10 superstructure and promotes a- or b-variant L10 superstructure.
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Two mechanisms of the related surface-induced transformations of atomic con-
�guration were analyzed in detail:

� Reorientation of the c-variant L10 superstructure into the a(b)-variant one
- initiated at the Fe surface by spontaneous nucleation and growth of a-
and b- L10 variant domains followed by the a- and b- variant domains
microstructure relaxation.

� Surface-induced disordering occurring in (001)-oriented FePt layers or-
dered in any L10 variant.

In view of experimental results [86], it seems that both aforementioned mech-
anisms can operate in parallel, altering the FePt superstructure and e�ectively
limiting the minimum size for the ordered nano-layers or nano-crystals.
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Appendix A

Miscellaneous algorithms

A.1 Evolutionary algorithm for Laplace transform

A Laplace transform is an operation performed on a function that makes its
explanation in a space of exponential functions. In this work Laplace trans-
form was used to analyze time-dependent processes. It allows determination of
complex exponent-like structure of a subjected to the transform function. By
means of Laplace transform the complex, multi-exponential structure of the the
�order-order� relaxation can be revealed.

The original integral de�nition of Laplace transform has the following form:

F (τ) = L {f (t)} =
ˆ ∞

0

e−tτf(t)dt (A.1.1)

where F (τ) is a value of transform1 for a given τ - exponent time constant, and
f (t) is the original function dependent on time. To make it feasible for numerical
computation it must be formulated as a �nite sum over �nite elements:

F (τ) = L {f (t)} =
M∑
j=0

e−tjτf(tj) (A.1.2)

where tj are discrete points at which values of the f function are known. An
inversed Laplace transform would have the following form:

f (t) = L−1 {F (τ)} =
N∑
i=0

F (τi)e−tτi =
N∑
i=0

Aie
−tτi (A.1.3)

In general the applied Laplace transform procedure was based on the process
of �tting the sum of exponents (eq. A.1.3) to the f function. The square error ε
of the di�erence between the function and the inversed transform was minimized
by variation over Ai parameters:

ε =
N∑
j=0

(
f (tj)−

M∑
i=0

Aie
−tjτi

)2

(A.1.4)

1The value of an Laplace transform F (τ) at a certain time constant point τ can be un-
derstood as a contribution of an exponent with a given time constant to the original function
f (t) (see eq. A.1.3).
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The choice of exponents space sampling (τi series) is crucial in terms of com-
putational e�ciency. To cover necessary range of time constants (from 101 to
1010) and to keep a reasonable number of τi points the following formula was
used for sampling:

τi = bi+i0 (A.1.5)

where b was constant between 1.01 and 1.2 and i0 was around 100. Such
parametrization produced number of 102 magnitude of points, which was com-
pletely su�cient to determine potential complex exponent-like structure of an-
alyzed functions.

Nevertheless, the number of above 100 independent variables is big enough
to cause the failure of any classical minimization procedure, hence an evolu-
tionary algorithm was applied to determine a minimum of ε function.

The evolutionary algorithm is an expansion of genetic algorithm (based on
the idea of natural selection)[93], and belongs to a general class of Monte Carlo
methods. The procedure can be drawn as the following recipe:

1. Samples generation - N random sets (series of Ai parameters) is generated:{
A1, ..,Aj , ..AN

}
, where each Aj = {Ai} and all Aj-sets are based on the

same {τi}

2. Error estimation - for each Aj-set error εj is calculated

3. Best �tted multiplication - a number <N of Aj-sets with the lowest ε error
is chosen, and randomly multiplied to produce total number of N Aj-sets

4. Mutation (genes modi�cation) - randomly (with probability Pmut) chosen
elements of Aj-sets are modi�ed according to the formula:

A′i = Ai + Fmut(1− 2u)((1− Fdep) + Fdep ·Ai) (A.1.6)

where u is a random number between 0 and 1, Fmut is a mutation ampli-
tude factor and Fdep is a mutation dependence factor.

5. Crossing (genes exchange in population) - for each Aj-set an another ran-
dom one is chosen Ak, and between those two, some Ai elements are
exchanged according to crossing probability Pcross

6. Factors modi�cation - a number of performed steps is calculated with
respect to possible change in total �tting error εtot =

∑N
εi, if the to-

tal �tting error was not improved signi�cantly over a certain number of
steps, mutation factor Pmut and possibly other factors and probabilities
are decreased by a small value.

7. Iteration - if the number of steps without improvement is large enough
the whole procedure is over, if not - go to point 2.

The described procedure, in order to be e�cient, requires a very �ne adjustment
of all parameters. Moreover, it is important to supply it with a high-quality data.
The method is very sensitive, statistical noise at the beginning of relaxation eas-
ily shown can be by Laplace transform as an additional short-time exponential
contribution. Nevertheless, according to the author's experience, the method is
far more reliable than analysis performed by �tting set of exponential functions
with variable time constants.
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A.2 Bulk modulus calculation

In this study bulk modulus calculations were carried out. The results were used
as a physical property of a simulated system to verify the application of ABOP
potentials. The bulk modulus K measures resistance of a substance to uniform
compression, usually measured in GPa2. It is de�ned as the increase in pressure
needed to achieve a given relative decrease in volume. The bulk modulus K can
be formally de�ned by the equation:

K = −V ∂p

∂V
(A.2.1)

where p is pressure, V is volume, and ∂p/∂V denotes partial derivative of pres-
sure with respect to volume. The inverse of the bulk modulus gives a substance's
compressibility. Taking into account thermodynamic relation for pressure p :

p = −
(
∂F

∂V

)
T

(A.2.2)

where F is the free energy of the system, the bulk modulus may be formulated
as:

K = V

(
∂2F

∂V 2

)
T

(A.2.3)

with respect to the fact that volume change is made at constant temperature.
It becomes straightforward to apply this formulation into the MD system when
the following assumptions are imposed:

� In�nitesimal small change is exchanged with the �nite volume rescaling

� Free energy at 0K can be replaced with the system potential energy

� Potential energy responds harmonically to a small change of the volume
around the minimum value

Ep =
K

2Veq
V 2 + aV + b (A.2.4)

� There is no external pressure: p = 0

With the above assumption, to calculate K bulk modulus there are necessary
at least three points (V ,Ep). A natural choice would be: potential energy at
equilibrium state Eeqp = Ep(Veq) and two energies obtained from the sample
with slightly changed volume E+

p = Ep(Veq + ∆V ), and E−p = Ep(Veq −∆V ).

K =

(
2Eeqp + E+

p + E−p
)

8∆V
(A.2.5)

E�ectively, instead of real value of volume, uniform rescale factors were used,
then the formulation had the following form:

K =
2

9Veq
·
(
E−p − Eeqp

)
(γ+)3 −

(
E+
p − Eeqp

)
(γ−)3

(γ+)3 (γ−)2 − (γ−)3 (γ+)2 (A.2.6)

2It is important to remember the units at which the calculations are performed, in some
publications are mixed and unclear causing signi�cantly time-consuming queries. The rela-
tionship between internal simulation units and those commonly used in publications would
be: 1[eV/] = 1.6023[GPa].
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where γ+ and γ− are the uniform volume rescaling factors:

γ+ = 3

√
V + ∆V

V
(A.2.7)

γ− = 3

√
V −∆V

V
(A.2.8)

A.3 Lattice (optimization) relaxation - pressure
control algorithm

When simulating the system with variable anisotropic sample geometry, like
FePt L10 with decreasing tetragonal distortion in normal pressure conditions,
one should apply a method to adopt system volume, i.e. simulated sample shape,
to its changing condition. The studied system should be considered rather as
NPT than NVT ensemble as used in standard in MC based on the rigid lattice.

Application of such conditions was performed in hybrid Monte Carlo / Static
Relaxation (MC/SR) simulations. The static relaxations involved a rescale of
the volume (separately x, y, and z dimension) of the sample to obtain minimum
of potential energy. Such relaxation resembles a condition of complete lack of
external pressure. Regarding the fact that we are interested in results com-
parable with experiments obtained at atmospheric pressure, this assumption is
completely safe and does not bring a signi�cant error. In the case of solid-state
metallic systems, like the ones studied here, the value of atmospheric pressure
(105 Pa) is negligibly small when compared with the value of bulk modulus
parameter (217 · 109 Pa for simulated FePt).

The algorithm used for the relaxation is an adaptation of the simplex method
[94], where minimization is performed over sample sizes in all directions sepa-
rately (x, y and z ). It refers to a rescale operation performed on all vectors
of positions in the simulated system r′ = (rx · γx, ry · γy, rz · γz), where γi are
rescaling factors along x, y and z coordinates. Rescaling factor for x coordinate
would be γx = (lx + ∆lx)/lx where lx is a size of the sample in x direction and
∆lx is a considered change of lx value.
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Alphard

Alphard is the environment for atomistic simulations, designed with special
features useful for atomic ordering studies. The main part of Alphard's source
code was elaborated by the author of this thesis and addressed to deal with
the issues investigated. However, it was developed with an intention to make it
as general and �exible as possible. The program is object-oriented, written in
C++. Software engineering standards were applied to make the code developer
friendly and easy to expand. Alphard's source code is open in terms of General
Public License (GPL) and available at sourceforge.net/projects/alphard.
It is virtually hardware-independent, extensively tested on a variety of Linux
operating systems.

On the basis of Alphard several master's theses were completed. Alphard,
as an open source project, is hereby announced and welcomes anybody willing
to use it or join the developers' team.
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